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Enriching the Librory Cotolog
Record for Subiecf Access

Corol A. Mondel

This paper anajzes proposalsfor augmenting library bibliographic recordsJor im-
proaed subject searching in online catalogs. Possible fields for enrichment are de-
scribed and their likely ualue assessed. The assessmmt determines that the main
ualue of enriched records would be to proaide access to parts of books. The paper
presents argumentsfor and against adding book content indexing to the online cata-
log and analltzes the feasibility of eleuen alternatiues Jor proaiding such injorma-
hon.

Wr cAN vrEw s'BJECT AccEss in the online catalog as a system with
four interdependent iomponents : ( 1 ) the design of the-online catalog, (2)
the bibliographic records acted upon by the catalog, (3) the users who
bring subject searches to the catalog, and frnally, (4) the tools we can
load into the catalog to facilitate subject searches, such as an online au-
thority file or an online classification schedule. The components of each
part interact and interlock, like the pieces in a three-dimensional jigsaw
pwzzle, with the placement of each one affecting the shape of the other.

The pieces of this puzzle considered here are those derived from the
catalog record itself. Specifically, this paper examines ways of enhancing
the record to improve the overall system. The record is the most expen-
sive and most difficult part of that system to improve. While creating
sophisticated software and online aids is neither easy nor inexpensive,
the bulk of such development work is essentially a onetime investment.
Record creation is ongoing and requires major continuing expendi-
tures. The magnitude of this effort demands that we take a very hard
look at the usefulness of our records in the online catalog and an even
harder look at suggestions for expanding these records. We need to ad-
dress two questions: Can we enhance our standard records to improve
online subject searching? And, even if we can, should we?

The concept of enriching standard machine-readable catalog records
with additional subject information has been a topic of discussion for at
least a decade, yet little new work has been done in this area since Pau-
line Atherton Cochrane completed her landmark Subject Access Project

Edited version of a paper presented at the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis Committee Pro-
gram, "subject Access in the Online Catalog" onJune 24,1984,by Carol A' Mandel,
Assistant University Librarian for Access Services, IJniversity of California, San Diego.
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in 1978.' Cochrane developed an efficient method for adding terms from
back-of-the-book indexes and tables of contents to MARC records and
demonstrated that these enriched records could serve to improve subject
retrieval in online searching. The Subject Access Project (SAP) tech-
nique extracts a\ average of thirty terms from each book according to
criteria aimed to ensure that both significant subjects and useful search
terms are chosen. The method has been tested in an online database at
Lund University^in Sweden' and applied in a database of Swedish gov-
ernment reports,'but has yet to be tested in an operational online library
catalog.

In 1982, the Council on Library Resources (CLR) brought together
twenty-three individuals who had a special interest in subject access and
asked them to consider means for improving subject searching for
monographs in bibliographic databases. Included among the group's
top-priority actions is the recommendation to "identify and evaluate
ways to augment.and enhance subject access in newly created biblio-
graphic records. "'Several possible methods of enhancement were iden-
tifred by the conference participants, who also cautioned that "any alter-
native record enhancement strategy should be pursued only after
assessing the cost/benefit to be expected from such enhancements. ""

Two years have passed since the CLR group met, and action has been
taken on a number of its recommendations. However, we are still not
much further along in our thinking about the value and feasibility of
augmenting library bibliographic records. This paper aims to advance
our consideration ofenriched records by seeking answers to several basic
questions. The paper describes what an enriched record might contain
and assesses the value that is added by such enrichment; it then con-
siders both the desirability and feasibility of providing enhanced records
online to library users.

WHAT ARE ENRICHED REcoRDs?

The f,relds that can be used for subject searching in standard MARC
records are shown in figure 1. Essentially, we are talking about three
kinds of information: (1) classification, (2) keywords in various parts of
the record, and (3) subject headings selected from a controlled list or
controlled vocabulary.A review of the literature reveals suggestions for
enriching or expanding all three kinds of subject informati6ir.

First, in the area of classification, suggestions have been made to in-
clude fuller, more specific classification notations in records and to add
additional class numbers covering multiple aspects of the book's subject
.o'uer.ge.u Standard classification practite hai been criticized as inide-
quate for subject access because w€ treat class numbers only as location
devices and we fail to revise classification assignments when class sched-
ules are changed.t

Second, our existing rec^ords have been criticized for their paucity of
descriptive subject words:' not all titles are descriptive, contents and
other subject-related notes are rarely added, and foreign-language ma-
terials present an obvious problem. Suggestions for adding keywords or
uncontrolled terms to the record have included adding words from the
table of contents or index; adding descriptors selected by scanning the
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1. Classification: LC call number; Dewey
number; Local call number; Other class
numbers

2. Keywords: Titles; Notes (including contents
notes); Series statements; Added entries;
Juvenile l i terature summaries.

3. Controlled subject headings: LCSH; MeSH;
AC (Annotated Card) headings for children's
materials; headings from locally maintained
l ist.

Figure 1
Subject Information in Standard MARC Records

material; or adding an abstract or annotation to the record, such as the
contents summaries created for the children's literature Annotated Card
Program.n

In the third area, controlled subject headings, writers have suggested
adding more LC headings.to standard records and adding terms selected
from specialized thesauri.'' These suggestions result from concerns that
too few controlled headings are found on standard records-the average
in the OCLC database is only 1.+ LC subject headings per record"-
and that LC headings are often not specif,rc enough to satisfy a reader's
rnqurry.

WHAT Wour-o ENRICHED REcoRDs Pnovronl

Before we pursue any of these suggestions for augmenting records, it
is essential that we step back and ask ourselves precisely what we really
want from a database of expanded MARC records. It was noted earlier
that record creation is, in the long run, the most expensive component of
our subject access system. For example, in 1982 the Library of Congress
classed and assigned subject headings to approximately 160,000 titles. If
the subject work, including LC and Dewey classification, on each title
costs $15," we are looking at an ongoing annual cost of $2.4 mill ion dol-
lars at LC alone. Therefore, it is important that we do zol increase the
effort and expense of record creation unless we are gaining enhance-
ments that cannot otherwise be achieved through good online catalog
design or through improvements in our subject access tools. We also
must distinguish a real need for expanded records from problems which
could simply be solved by more careful implementation of our standard
library practice. In other words, we should not create enriched records
to compensate for improvements better made in the other parts of our
whole subject access system.

A number of us have looked to enriched records as a means for cor-
recting a variety of existing limitations in online subject searching. Let
us take a look at the four problems in subject searching that are cited
most often.

The hrst is the need to match the searcher's natural inquiry language
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to terms indexed in the online catalog. One could achieve this by putting

and by permitting subject keyword searches so that exact phrasing and
word order are not required ofthe user.

A second problem often noted is the need for redundant headings,
since users often miss relevant materials that are assigned headings
broader or narrower than the term used in the search. Rather than load-
ing broader and narrower terms into each record, it is more efficient to
enable users to select broader and narrower terms from an online thesau-
rus or a subject index, to browse a classification schedule and search by
class number (using truncation to broaden the search), and to perform a
subject keyword search, pulling together the same term used in subdivi-
sions and inverted headings.

A third problem is the need to refine meaning or aspects of a subject to
make search results as precise as possible. While extra subject informa-
tion could help here, we can also do more with standard records by using
the Boolean AND to couple a standard subject heading with a class num-
ber, with a title word, or with an additional subject term.

The fourth problem, closely related to problem three, is the oft-cited
need for more precise or specialized terms than those supplied from the
LC list. In responding to this need, we must distinguish between prob-
lems in subject analysis policy and problems in practice. It is standard

such as children, in theory it should not be necessary to enrich standard
MARC records just to achieve greater specificity in describing an entire
book. Instead, we must add the most precise headings possible when we
create a standard MARC record.

If enriched records will not do much to help us retrieve a monograph
devoted to the subject we seek, why might we ever want to add more
subject terms to bibliographic records? We would if these terms ana-
lyzedthe czntents of books. After all, journal articles of less than ten pages
are typically given four or frve subject headings in a periodical index.'"
Yet one hundred or more pages of monographic text are accessed by
only one or two subject terms. Do monographs contain so much less use-
ful information than journal articles? Many of the suggestions for en-
riching records seek ways to add back-of-the-book index terms and table
of contents terms to MARC records. The new information provided by
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these terms is information about subtopics covered within the book-or
book content indexing. Providing access to parts of books in the library
catalog would be a considerable change from current library policy.
Does responsible implementation of the online catalog demand such a
change?

Srrour,n LrnnEny Cerelocs
PRoVIDE Accnss To PARTS oF BooKs?

Before we can answer that question, we need to explore two issues.
The first is to what extent do library users-and of course these users
include evervone from schoolchildren to Nobel laureates-need new ac-
cess tools foi discovering information within monographs? The second
issue is, even ifnew tools are needed, does book content indexing belong
in the online library catalog? In the hope of stimulating that discussion,
either today or in the future, this paper poses some of the arguments on
both sides.

Perhaps the most persuasive argument one can rnake againsl develop-
ing new tools for access to parts of books is the market theory argument.
That is-if there were a demand for a book index tool, we would have
one. While this sounds a bit like ' 'if-God-had-intended-man-to-fly'' sort
of reasoning, we must hasten to note that all kinds of special index tools
do exist. For example, we do have the Essa2 and General Literature Indzx for
collected works. Journal indexing is neither cheap nor easy, yet we have
developed an elaborate system for providing it. Some journal indexes
are even commercially profitable; others are supported by the disciplines
that rely on them. So it is not unreasonable to wonder why we are not
indexing books to a greater extent. A corollary to this argument is that
the overall topic of most monographs provides adequate subject colloca-
tion. Perhaps even individualjournal articles would not need specialized
indexing if each journal issue were devoted to a special topic and could
be given subject headings as monographs.

There is also a case to be made for the other side. In response to the
supply-and-demand argument, one could suggest that online searching
is beginning to stimulate the demand now. Just one year ago, the com-
mercial database publisher Superindex, Inc., made a combined refer-
ence book index in science and technology available through BRS. The
publisher reports that Superindex has moved from ca. four hundred to
ca. eight hundred library subscribers in the frrst year and that plans are
under way to expand coverage to include professional reference works in
the social sciences.'o

While it will take a good bit of real market and library use research to
resolve the demand question, we can point to special situations in which
book content indexing would clearly fill a need. One example is the case
of access to remote collections. lJsers accomplish their own book index-
ing now by going to the shelves and thumbing through likely materials.
An online tool could substitute for physical handling. Further, many
books contain the kinds of concise information users seek in journal
indexes-for example, criticisms of individual works of art or literature,
or statistical data. An emerging field of research or a new focus on a topic
that is coalescing from interdisciplinary work may be discovered only as
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sections within books for several years until basic monographs are pub-
lished on the topic. It should be possible to def,rne criteria for selecting
monographs that merit fuller content analysis. One estimate that has
been forwarded is that four to five thousand of the more than eighty
thousand English-language titles- cataloged annually by LC would be
candidates for content indexing."

Perhaps these arguments have convinced some of you that there is an
important, unmet demand for online databases of book index informa-
tion, at least in selected subject areas. But why would we want to put this
information into the library catalog? Information overload and "false
drops" are already becoming significant problems in online catalog
searching. Why further clutter search results with index entries?

For over a century, library users have sought information in special-
ized abstracts and indexes; children are taught to use the Readers' Guide to
Periodical Literalure along with the library catalog. Many abstracting and
indexing services already cover selected monographic literature. If there
is a demand, shouldn't A & I services simply expand their coverage? As
noted by Lucia Rather and Mary Kay Pietris, "The purpose of subject
headings.is to serve as a flrnding device to locate items in a fiocal] col-
lection."'" Library cataloging need not duplicate the function of ab-
stracting and indexing services.

The counterargument to this position is that the nature and potential
of the online cata-log are forcing a fundamental change in the role of the
library catalog. Free of the physical limitations of the card catalog, our
records can contain more access points. Linked to external databases by
a variety of telecommunication technologies, our online catalog termi-
nals can serve as gateways to other catalogs and to abstracting and in-
dexing databases. Our users are, in fact, asking for indexing informa-
tion in the library catalog. Respondents to CLR's Online Catalog User
Study ranked access to book indexes and tables ofcontents as the second
most desired enhancement to the online catalog.le Convinced of the com-
puter's omnipotence, users are also hoping to find journal articles in the
catalog. Law and medical librarians in the University of California sys-
tem are looking atways to provide access to legal and medical periodical
indexes through MELVYL, the university's online union catalog. If
their proposals are approved, their studies will help us gauge the likeli-
hood that the online catalog will grow from a single store into a biblio-
graphic shopping center.

ALTERNATIVES FoR BooK CoI TENT INDEXING

We can add another dimension to our consideration of enriched sub-
ject access to books by examining whether there are at least viable alter-
natives for producing and distributing book content indexing informa-
tion. We also need to consider which alternatives hold the most promise.

Both in the literature and in professional discussions, a considerable
number-and variety of means have been suggested for providing access
to the subject content of books. We can characterize these methods in
terms of two aspects: the first aspect is the technique used to derive the
index terms; the second is the way in which the records are made avail-
able to users. To help analyze the methods, we can form a simple matrix
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for describing the various alternatives and outline a few basic categories
(figure 2).

There are essentially two categories for describing techniques for de-
riving the subject terms-controlled vocabulary indexing on the one
hand, and on the other, selecting terms drawn from the books them-
selves, that is from indexes, tables of contents, or abstracts. These are
shown along the left-hand side of the matrix. The methods for record

The first alternative listed is simply to include monographs in existing
abstracting and indexing tools. This already occurs to some extent, but

The next three alternatives are to create a separate new tool, or several
tools, to index selected monographs. Like existing journal indexing
products, these might be commercially produced or supported by
discipline-based organizations. They would be made available through
existing database vendors and perhaps eventually linked to online cata-
logs.

The alternatives are categorized by the different means for creating
the index databases. The first of these is to use subject terms selected
from a controlled list-the choice of thesaurus would depend upon the
coverage of the book database. LC subject terms are even a possibility.
This is a labor-intensive way to create the database, but would provide a
product comparable in quality to existing journal indexes.

The other two methods rely on terms taken from the tables of contents
and indexes of the books themselves. The most direct method is simply
to reproduce in a searchable database all such terms from avery select set
of monographs. This is the approach taken by Superindex. A well-
designed study ofthe effectiveness ofSuperindex searches is needed be-
fore we can evaluate this method. The fourth alternative suggests using
Cochrane's Subject Access Project (SAP) technique to provide content
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coverage of a selected set of monographs.'o While a SAP-derived data-
base has never been compared to Superindex, the greater selectivity of
the SAP application suggests that it would produce search results supe-
rior to the catchall Superindex technique. Of course, both methods are
limited by the adequacy of back-of-the-book indexes. A study by Coch-
rane and others revealed that many books, even scholarly monographs,
are not indexed at all; others are poorly indexed."

The SAP method was actually developed to enhance MARC records
for use in an online catalog. The remaining seven alternatives shown on
the matrix suggest options for creating enriched MARC records and for
making them widely available to the library community. Some advo-
cates of enriched records have called for LC to produce enhanced
MARC records as part of its national record distribution program. They
argue that while this approach would be costly for LC, it would be cost
effective on a national scale.

Alternatives frve through seven describe three different methods for
adding book content information to LC records. Controlled vocabulary
indexing, using LCSH, would be the most labor-intensive option but
would add ten times the number of meaningful LC subject headings to at
least a select group of MARC records. A likely side benefit-and cost-
would be the addition of more specialized terms to the LC subject head-
ings l ist.

The next alternative, numbered six on the chart, would also have LC
select a group of monographs for content indexing, but proposes the use
of the SAP technique rather than actual subject analysis. This option
would be less costly to LC, since SAP can be applied more quickly than
traditional subject analysis and does not require that the indexer have
special subject knowledge. However, it would require that online cata-
logs be designed to index and retrieve a new set of uncontrolled descrip-
tive terms. The MARC field 653 should be able to accommodate these
terms.

Option seven has been put forward as one that would demand little
extra labor of LC staff. This is the suggestion that publishers be asked to
supply the library with analytic abstracts that could be keyed into a spe-
cial note field in the MARC record. This could be a quick and easy way
to stuff subject information into MARC records, but it is difficult to pre-
dict whether more than a few publishers would be persuaded to supply
useful abstracts. Like alternative six, this method would require online
catalog designers to devise effective ways to manipulate new kinds of cat-
alog information since many online catalogs do not index the notes field.

A question central to considering any of these three alternatives is,
Should we expect the Library of Congress to provide book content sub-
ject indexing as part of its record distribution service? A reallocation of
the LC budget to produce such augmented records would rePresent a
major shift in the policy and mission of LC's Processing Services. The
library's MARC records are created to describe and provide access to
bibliographic entities which are, for the most part, physical items that
must be stored and retrieved. The records are distributed to help other
libraries play the same role. While some may view provision of access to
the content of these same items as part of that mission, that position is
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arguable. We cannot expect LC to take aradicdly new view of its biblio-
graphic records-especially a view with large dollar signs attached-
unless we can present it with a well-documented case for change and a
strong demand from the library or library-user community. The hard
research evidence needed to make such a case for enriched MARC rec-
ords does not yet exist.

The critical next step, then, would be to build enriched online catalog
databases and test their value to a variety of library users. The four alter-
natives numbered eight through eleven ur. possibil i t ies both for devel-
oping test databases and for maintaining ongoing distribution of en-
riched MARC records. They are grouped together because each method
would add book content information to MARC records aJterthe records
leave the Library of Congress. The frrst option is one that has been sug-

could be done by a cooperating group of libraries or through a specially
funded project. As online catalogs proliferate, sales of the BIG databases

of MARC records-either with LC term indexing or SAP-derived
terms-but the options propose that the enhancement be done online to
one or more bibliographic utilities. Libraries could then elect to have en-
hanced records added to the tapes produced for their online catalogs. A
successful model for such enhancement of records in shared utility data-
bases is OCLC's work with the Association of Research Libraries Mi-
croform Project, predicting that these two alternatives are workable.

_ However, it is probably premature to establish the technical and polit-
ical apparatus necessary for altering records maintained on the Uibtlo-

logical next step would appear to be a test of the BIG project. At the same
time, further testing and application of the SAP method is warranted-
a,nyo_ne about to build a special database of monographic materials
should give this method serious consideration. If we move forward on
both of these fronts, we can begin compiling the data needed to answer
responsibly to our users' requests for book content information in the
online catalog.

This paper has been an exploration of two questions: Can we, and
should we, provide book content indexing in the online catalog? The
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verdict is still out. Eventually the decision will be made by a jury of li-
brary users. But the librarian's role is not passive. The possible alterna-
tives suggested in this paper need to be tested and weighed against cost-
effectiveness and need. Should we enhance the MARC record to
improve subject access? We won't know until we try.
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Syslem Feolures for Subiect
Access in fhe Online Cofolog

Gory S. Lowrence

Recent research shows that usns oJ online catalogs find subject searching dfficult,
that characteristics oJ subject searches are qualitatiaeQ diferent from those oJ
known-item searches, and that some designJeatures of online catalogs appear to

strengths and weaknesses, and combining techniques in new wals may haae un-
known results, but manlt promising mzthods are nonetheless aaailable now to make
more ffictiae use oJ the subject inJormation in cunent bibliographic records.

SuBJEcr AccEss AND CATALOG DESIGN

This paper describes the various ways in which software systems for
online cltalogs can be designed to enhance subject access. Subject access
is a special pioblem from the point of view of online catalog designers
because the requirements of subject access are demonstrably different

subject searching in online catalogs, we discovered two things: frrst, that
subject searching and known-item searching appear to be qualitatively
different activities, and second, that some features of online catalogs per-

Edited version of a paperpresented at the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis Committee pro-
gram, "Subject Access in the Online Catalog, " onJune 2 +,1984, by Gary S. Lawrence,
Director, Library Studies and Research Division, University of California.

@1984 Gary S. Lawrence.
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and in most cases, users searching by subject were less satisfied with the
search results, but more satisfied with the online catalog in general, than
users conducting other tasks.

Additional analysis, focusing on differences attributable to user tasks,
suggested that certain features of some systems either influenced the rel-
ative frequency of subject searching or were associated with increased
success and satisfaction in subject searches. Some designs are apparently
better for subject searching than others. The nature of the difference was
such that the investigators recommended an entirely new principle for
the development of user interfaces for the online catalog: that different
approaches be provided not only to appeal to users ofdifferent levels of
experience (an approach that is not uncommon in catalog designs to-
day), but that different approaches be developed for different informa-
tion needs, and specifically that separate approaches to searching be pro-
vided for subject and known-item searches.

In this paper I hope to identify the menu of techniques that can be
drawn upon to provide the different access methods that I believe to be
required for effective online catalogs. The paper will not deal with the
subject information in catalog records, but rather with the techniques
available to system designers to use and display the available subject in-
Iormatron.

It examines features found in systems designed specifically for public
users, either as production systems or preproduction prototypes. Sys-
tems designed for other purposes, or purely experimental systems, wil l
not be considered here. Examples will be selected from the Ohio State
University Library Control System, or LCS; the Mankato State Uni-
versity Catalog Access System;^the online catalog of the National Li-
brary of Medicine, called CITE;'from the University of California's on-
line catalog, MELVYL; and from a few others where necessary, but the
paper will not provide a comprehensive comparison of systems. Finally,
where possible, some consideration will be given to the effects of these
techniques on user satisfaction, but generally the methods will be de-
scribed rather than evaluated.

A Sysrrnrs Vrnw oF ONLTNE Cerer,ocs
The frrst point to keep in mind when considering how to design online

catalogs for subject searching is that online catalogs do not sirnply hap-
pen. Data coming into and going out of the online catalog are processed
in various ways, and at each processing step events occur that can influ-
ence the nature and effectiveness of subject searching (see figure 1).

First, bibliographic records are processed and stored in the system's
database. Most systems create and build indexes containing the words,
phrases, and headings extracted from records, along with information
linking the index entry to the record or records from which the entry
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r WHAT TO SEARCH (Indexing)

r WHAT INFO TO SEARCH WITH
(lnput processing)

r HOW TO SEARCH (Search process)

r HOW TO DISPLAY RESULTS
(DisplaY Process)

Elements .f ,h.tg"'iil"1catato g System

came. Someone has to decide which parts of each bibliographic record
contain subject information to extract for the subject index, or more
technically, which fields and subf,relds of the MARC records to index.
The frrst design decision, then, is what to search.

Just as bibliographic records are processed by the computer, so is the
information entered by the user. Typically, the string of letters typed by
the user is "normalized," that is, converted into a standard form that
the system understands. For example, the user's entry might be con-
verted to uppercase, and extra blanks and unnecessary punctuation re-
moved. The results of this processing are used by the system to conduct
the actual search, so that processing of user input can have an important,
if often hidden, effect on subject searching. Thus, the second design de-
cision involves how to handle the user's input, that is, what to search with.

The system then executes processes to match the user's input to the
contents of the database. It is in this area that most attention to the sys-
tem design aspects of subject searching is typically concentrated. Tech-
niques like keyword searching and the use of Boolean operators would be
included here. The third design decision, then, concerns how to search.

Finally, the system displays the results of the search to the user. Pro-
cesses brought into play here reflect decisions about what information to

User
+

@--
@
Indexes +c Database]

- - .
@

t
Records
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display and in what format. It may be that the manner in which search
results are displayed is as influential to success as the methods by which
the results are obtained. The fourth design decision thus revolves
around hou to disp@t search results. We will consider each of these four
decision areas in turn.

Wrrer To SEARCH

In creating the database, the online catalog designer has various
choices about the elements to include in the subject index. Any or all of
the following are eligible: subject headings; titles; notes; authority rec-
ords; classification numbers.

Sun;rc'r HeeorNcs

We can begin at the simplest and most obvious point, with the subject
heading fields themselves: presumably, online catalogs that permit sub-
ject searching provide access to subject headings. Even at this basic
level, however, there is room for diversity. The catalog at Mankato State
University includes the National Library of Medicine's Medical Subject
Headings (IV{eSH) in the subject index when these headings appear in
the record,'and so does the University of California system. These two
systems do not necessarily discriminate as to the source of the subject
information when building the index, however. At the University of
California, for example, MeSH terms are presently treated like Library
of Congress heading terms and other subject information in the subject
index. In Northwestern lJniversity's LUIS system, by contrast, MeSH
headings enter a separate index. IJsers wishing to use the MeSH head-
ing system must search the medical headings index separately.*

Trrles

One of the commonly recognized problems in relying on established
subject heading schemes is that the subject vocabulary rapidly becomes
out-of-date; another is the limitation on the number of subject headings
typically assigned to a single title . One way to provide additional access
points is to include information from the title of the work, for we may
presume, with only a bit of occasional discomfort, that a title, like a sub-
ject heading, attempts to say something about the content.

sota system uses the third, creating a separate keyword index.t
Adding title information to the subject search may be a mixed bless-

ing, however, as Pauline Cochrane has pointed out.6 Among the poten-
tial risks are an increase in the number of items retrieved, an increase in
the number of "false drops" because title words are not subject ro any
form of vocabulary control, and increased retrieval times because of the
high incidence of relatively common words in titles.
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Nores

Just as potentially useful subject information can be found in titles, so
might it also be found in notes fields, especially contents notes. How-
ever, the potential usefulness of notes frelds is limited in practice due to
the same considerations that apply to title information. Some informa-
tion to be found in notes fields is unlikely to be an asset in subject search-
ing, and as a matter of data-processing design, it may be diffrcult to dis-
tinguish between useful and useless information.

Aurnonrry-Frle Reconps

One of the chief problems experienced by the users of online catalogs
is finding the "right" subject term to use in the search.' Because a user's
vocabulary often does not match the controlled vocabulary of our subject
heading systems, and may not conform with the words occurring in titles
or notes either, there is an important role to be played in the online cata-
log by a time-honored professional technique: subject authority control.
Subject cross-references, established to guide catalogers and users to au-
thorized or related headings, can be used to guide users from the terms
they type into the online catalog to the terms actually used in the data-
base records.

Subject authority records can be used in two ways. The simplest is to
search an authority file directly, so that users are informed of the see or see
also references associated with the terms they entered. The second ap-
proach is more automatic: the online system can directly search the data-
base using the authorized forms taken from the authority f,rle. This ap-
proach is used in the University of California MELVYL system. The
second approach has the advantages that the user need not type in a new
search, nor understand the syndetic structure ofthe subject access sys-
tem. However, the user may be surprised and confused when the rec-
ords retrieved are found to have subject headings that differ from the
ones the user entered. In the first approach, at least, the relationship be-
tween the terms entered, the authority cross-reference, and the records
retrieved is made explicit to the user.

An intermediate approach is used by CITE at NLM, where all head-
ings, including those retrieved by cross-references, are displayed for the
user to include or exclude in the search.'Similarly, users at Ohio State
are shown and can select subject headings linked by see references, but
must take an additional step to display and use search terms appearing in
see also references.'

Cr-assrprcerroN Nurranens eNo Assocrnrep Tnxr

Another, and very promising, source of subject information is the
classification system. Most records contain at least one classification
number, and records derived from the LC MARC data files typically
contain more than one. IJnfortunately, a class number, taken by itself,
contains little subject information, although a display of retrieved rec-
ords in classified, or shelflist, order can be a useful browsing technique.
The real strength of this approach comes from Iinking the class number
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to the textual information and numerical sequencing of the classification
schedule itself. Aspects of this technique are described in a related paper
bv Karen Markev.'o

Wner ro SEARcH Wrtn

Once the records are in the database and the indexes updated for use,
we must turn eur attention to the catalog user and the problems of com-
municating an information need to the computer. We will not consider
the various alternative forms of command languages and menu ap-
proaches here, for there is presently little evidence suggesting that differ-
ences in this area affect searching specifically. Rather, we will be con-
cerned with some more mundane matters, for example, how to help the
user who can neither type nor spell. We will look at two devices for ma-
nipulating the user's raw entries: (1) truncation and stemming and (2)
spell ing correction.

"RAw" ENrnrrs-WoRDS AND Prrnasps

Let us begin by considering the unprocessed user entry-a string of
computer initructions and search words-setting aside for now consid-
eratibn of menu-driven and touch-screen systems that reduce or elimi-
nate the amount of information typed in by the user. After normalizing
this string of text, and identifying its component parts, the system will
attempt to match the user's search words and phrases against the con-
tents of the indexes. If everything goes well, the user who is a master of
the library's subject vocabulary, understands the syntax rules and com-
mand language of the catalog, and is a flawless typist may discover
whether the library holds anything on the topic of interest.

Problems arising from failure to understand search syntax or from
typing errors are not endemic to subject searching but afflict all interac-
tions with online catalogs. Problems of vocabulary are not limited to
subject searching, but are nonetheless predominant when we consider
the relationship between the user's expression of a topic and its represen-
tation in the controlled vocabulary of most subject heading systems. In
any case, anything the system can do to help minimize these problems or
ameliorate their effects will be helpful.

TnuNcerroN AND Sreruvruc

All too often, the word entered by the user is close to an existing index

with the letters typed by the user.
An important variation of explicit right truncation is middle truncalion,

as offered in the Minnesota Stale Univirsity system," for example (hg-
ure 2). In systems with middle truncation, or "wild card" symbols, as
they are often called, the user might type in the letters "w o m ? n" to
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1. Right truncation

woM#

matches

WOMAN
WOMEN
WOMBAT

2. Middle truncation

3. Stemming

W O M ? N

matches

WOMAN
WOMEN

COMMUNICATION

generates the terms

COMMUNICATE
COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICABLE
etc.

r,u,.,.u, ilsull; 3,.rn.r,i.,s

match either the singular "woman" or the plural "women. " With right
truncation, this retrieval can only be accomplished by typing in the let-
ters "w o m" and the truncation symbol, which will also retrieve such
delightfully relevant terms as "wohbat.'i

The system can automatically apply truncation rules to the user's in-
put. Automatic right truncation is relatively common, especially in sys-
tems that permit searching only on full subject headings. If a user enters
only a single subject word, for example, the system will retrieve all head-
ings beginning with that word, not merely headings consisting of the
word alone. It is possible to extend automatic truncation to every word
in a phrase entered by the user, but this technique could lead to some
large retrievals with spectacularly interesting "false drops."

A more sophisticated version of automatic truncation is a technique
known as stemming. Automatic stemming can work in either of two direc-
tions. First, it can improve the results of ordinary truncation by generat-
ing both regular and irregular plurals and variants. More important,
stemming techniques can "take apart" the words entered by the users,
identify the appropriate stem words, and then generate the associated
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stead, if I entered the word "communications," the system itself would
work back to the root word and generate the variations for me (figure 2).
The CITE system at NLM makes extensive use of stemming tech-
nrques.

Spnr-lntc Connecrrox eNo Venrerron

These techniques to link the user's terms to the catalog's vocabulary
will be helpful only if the user's terms are entered correctly in the first
place. Whether through occasional typing errors or spelling problems,
the user's search terms are often simply incorrect. Some of the tech-
niques described earlier can help. If the user knows that he or she cannot
reliably spell certain words, middle truncation can be helpful. If, for ex-
ample, you are not sure whether "i" comes before or after "e," enter
the word "receive" with two "wild cards" after the "c" (i.e., "re-
c??ve"). You will, unfortunately, retrieve a number of words other than
"receive, " but you will at least not be hampered by a spelling problem.
Automatic stemming can serve a similarly useful function, at least as
long as the error occurs toward the end of the word, and the stemming
algorithm is capable of identifying the root when the suffix is in error.

We can go 6eyond these techniques to formal methods for spelling
correction, and some currently operational systems in fact go this extra
distance. One method is to pass user entries (especially those retrieving
zero records) through a standard spelling-correction program ofthe sort
available on many mini- and microcomputers. Because most such pro-
grams are dependent on an external dictionary of words and common
misspellings, they are often slow and expensive to run and are of no par-
ticular help if the user's entries happen not to be in the dictionary.

A more robust and less expensive technique is exemplified by the on-
line catalog at the Washington University School of Medicine, where,
"if nothing is found under the term entered, the system drops trailing
s t, double consonants, and vowels, then attempts to match the remain-
ing consonants with terms in the indexes."" This method, called the
"keyword approximation search" by the designers, is relatively fast and
easy; like truncation, which it resembles, it may retrieve more than was
intended, however. In figure 3, we see that the method effectively re-
trieves the term "raTlread" from an egregiously misspelled version, but
also retrieves "piano" when the user input "poty."

Another processing method that can be used to catch erroneous en-
tries and try out likely alternates is the use of a Soundex algorithm.
Soundex algorithms are programmed routines that attempt to identify
words that, if pronounced aloud, would soundliketheterm entered by the
user. The effect is somewhat different from the "keyword approxima-
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Keyword Approximation
(Washington University, St. Louis)

R A L E R O D E

becomes

R L R D

and matches

R a i L R o a D

* * b u t * *

P O N Y

becomes

P N

and matches

P i a N o

Figure 3
Spelling Correction Techniques: Keyword Approximation

How ro Snencn
So far, we have on the one side constructed an ordered database, with

HnaorNcs

There are two somewhat extreme approaches to search methods in
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Soundex Algorithms
(Advanced Library Concepts, Inc.)

BOW

becomes

BW

and can be programmed to match

BouGH
Figure 4

Spelling Correction Techniques: Soundex Algorithms

hits. A somewhat more generous approach offers right truncation, as de-
scribed above: the system matches all headings that begin with the word
or phrase entered by the user. This is the technique used by the Ohio
State system.

This approach presents several problems. First, the subject terms en-
tered by the user may not correspond to the controlled vocabulary of the
subject heading system. To some extent, of course, this problem can be
addressed by an authority control system, which will in some cases direct
the user from the terms entered to the vocabulary actually used in the
catalog. However, the user may choose terms that are valid modifiers or
subdivisions, but never appear in the first position in a heading. In these
cases, the authority control system may sometimes be of help, and we
might be reassured that at least the user is no worse off than when using
the card catalog.

Assuming that we want to improve subject searching, however, we
should take little consolation in that point. The structure of LC subject
headings causes some words to be initial words in some headings, but
modifiers and subdivisions in others. Consider the various locations of
the word "library" in these headings, extracted from records in the Uni-
versity of California online catalog (figure 5). The entry of a particular
word or phrase will retrieve some relevant records, but not necessarily all.
Conversely, the same word is used in different ways in LCSH, and the
sense of the word may be associated with its position. Some headings
from MELVYL demonstrating uses of the words "hlm" and "films"
are shown in figure 6. Note that users wanting information on the chem-
ical and optical properties of thin films or metallic films are apparently
out of luck if they enter only the word "film" irr a heading-search sys-
tem. All they will retrieve is material on motion pictures.
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Search request: FI SU LIBRARIES
Search result: 241 I records at UC libraries

Public libraries -- Addresses, essays, lectures'

Data libraries -- United States -- Directories.

Libraries, University and colleges -- Administration --

Stat ist ical methods -- Case studies.

Acquisitions (Libraries)

Karachi (Pakistan) -- Libraries

F r o m M E L V Y L , r h € U n i v e r s i t y o f C a l a l o r n i a o n l i n e u n i o n c a r a l q  ' l 9 S 4 T h e R e f e n t s o t t h e U n i v e r '

sily of Catifornra All Righls Reserved Used by Ftmission

Figure 5
Some Subject Headings Using "Libraries"

Knywonps

At the other extreme, system designers may attempt to overcome the
limitations of heading-based searching by providing keyword searching.
In this approach, an index entry is made for each signihcant word in the
indexed fields, rather than just one entry for the entire heading. With a
keyword search technique, the user's terms will retrieve records regard-
less of where the terms appear in the heading. Keyword searching over-
comes some of the problems of heading searches, but imposes its own
costs. For one thing, keyword indexing results in much larger indexes,
increasing disk storage and computer capacity requirements and some-
times slowing response time. From the user's point of view, the cost of
keyword searching is in the form of very large retrievals and numerous
"false drops, " where the user's search term retrieves records using the
term with a different meaning or in a different context. We referred ear-
lier to two different meanings of the word "film." If we inspect these
headings once again, we see even more differences. In figure 6, for ex-
ample, is a heading on X-ray films; the book it references deals with the
economics of medical radiology and prospects for recycling silver from
used X-ray films. Figure 6 also contains a heading having to do with the
preservation of photographic film. A user entering the term ' ' film' ' in a
keyword system will retrieve records involving all these meanings of the
word "film," as well as those scientific and engineering texts having to
do with thin frlms and the like.

Consequently, keyword searching should always be accompanied by
simple and effective means of search limiting, that is, methods by which
the user can discover which records are relevant and reduce the search
result on the basis of that information.
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Search request: FI SU FILM#
Search result: 748 records at UC libraries

Moving-picture f i lm col lect ions -- Washington (D.C.)

Safety film -- Preservation.

Radiography -- Fi lms

Metal l ic f i lms

Thin f i lms -- Optical propert ies.

From MELVYL,  lhe  Un ive6 i ty  o f  Ca l i lo rn ia  on t ine  un ion  ca ta tog  1984 The Regen ls  o t  Lhe Un iveF

siry of Catifornia AII Righ$ Reserved Used by Dernrission

Figure 6
Uses of the Word "Film" in LC Subject Headings

Boornax Oppnerons AND SEARCH LturrrNc

The method in common use for making keyword searching manage-
able is the set of Boolean search operators, and, or, arrdnot. Using these
operators, users can combine keywords to expand or limit results, or to
search multiple indexes simultaneously. In principle Boolean capabili-
ties can effectively deal with the endemic problems of the keyword ap-
proach, but they do so at some cost in terms of computer system size,
disk space, and response time. Of more importance, the system must be
designed to help users find information that they can use to conduct the
search, and it should be recalled that Boolean logic is not necessarily hu-
man logic: there is some evidence that catalog users, applying Boolean
operators as_if they were English conjunctions, wind up applying them
incorrectly. "

Mrxno AppnoecHes

Alternatives are preferable to dilemmas, and so it would be nice if
there were something between the extremes of heading and keyword
searching from which designers might choose. Fortunately, there are
some other techniques warranting consideration. Let us examine some
approaches that lie between heading and full keyword searching on the
spectrum of search methods.

User-Delimited Phrases.If false drops are a problem, one way to help is
to let the user establish the context in which the keyword is used. One
way to accomplish. this ^is to permit "phrase searching," in which the
user can enter a string of words that must be matched, word for word, in
the order specified-a capability provided by the online catalog at Dart-
mouth. Returning again to our example of the various uses of the word
"fiIm" in LC subject headings (figure 6), we can see clearly that the us-
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of each other, or some other value specified by the user, the record will be
retrieved. No production catalog now uses this method, and we can con-
jecture about the potential difhculties of training users to take advantage
of this capability and should question its relevance when searching hles
composed of cataloging information, which tends to have relatively lim-
ited textual variability compared to the contents of the abstract and full-
text databases for which adjacency searching was designed.

SelectiaeQ Rotated Subject Headings. One provocative approach to this
problem, which is not, to the best of my knowledge, used in any operat-
ing catalog, was a proposal by William Mischo to selectively manipulate
subject headings and titles in order to present important words and word
pairs 4t the beginning of the index entry in a heading-based retrieval sys-
tem.'o Mischo's proposal would provide new index entries that would be
searched left to right, just as in conventional heading-search systems.
The new index terms are created by selectively rotating the headings,
taking account of structural characteristics of LCSH headings and the
contents of defined subfields. By extension, words from title fields could
be extracted and indexed along with subject terms, under the same selec-
tive control. This approach may have an advantage over keyword
searching, in that the algorithm could avoid bringing irrelevant terms to
the first position and could assure that pairs of terms are not brought
together inappropriately. According to Mischo, the result should pro-
vide many of the benefits of Boolean keyword searching, but reduce the
number of false retrievals. One might think of this approach as "pre-
packaged" Boolean searching, with Boolean operations controlled by li-
brary and system staff, rather than by catalog users, to minimize the in-
cidence of erroneous coordination of terms.

Giaing the User the Choice. Finally, some systems give the user the re-
sponsibility of dealing with the dilemma, by providing both heading and
keyword searching capabiiities. The Minnesota State system, for exam-
ple, permits users to choose between a subject heading search and a key-
word search that accesses multiple helds." Another approach is that used
by CITE, the National Library of Medicine system, which uses key-
words, but shows the user the headings retrieved by the keywords and
allows the user to select the headings that will be included in the search.'n

HOw TO DISPLAY R.ESUITS

Now that the computer has completed its search, it's time to show the
user what he or she has found: to display the search results. For author/
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title searching, this is a relatively straightforward matter, although there
are important issues of display format and record content to be consid-
ered. In subject searching we can presume that the user faces a more
complicated task: determining which, if any, of the citations retrieved is
relevant. The challenge for designers, then, is not only to display results
clearly and concisely, but to do so in a way that helps the user identify
relevant records and refine or redirect the search. Lists of matching sub-
ject headings and lists of class numbers in shelflist order have been used
to facilitate selection. Even with these techniques the content of the bib-
liographic records and the order in which they are displayed affect the
eff,rciency of retrieval.

Hneorucs Lrsrs

One way to help the user f,rnd relevant information is to display the
subject headings that match the search request, before displaying the
records that are indexed under those headings. Figure 7 shows the sub-
ject headings matching the search term "communications" in the
MELVYL system. We can see that first of all, there are numerous sub-
ject headings containing this term: more than one thousand in the cata-
log at present. Secondly, the term does not appear as the first word in
these headings in a significant number of cases. Finally, the term is used
in a great variety of ways, only some of which may be of interest to the
user.

What are some of the advantages of displaying headings in a subject

AC Search request: ACF SB COMMUNICAT#
AC Search result:  1062 records found in the authority
file

Airports -- Communication systems.
Communication
Communication in agriculture
Communication in housing policy

Communication in management
Communication in medicine.
Communication in pol i t ics
Communication of technical information
Emergency medical services -- Communication systems.
M icrowave communication systems
Mine communication systems.
Mobile communication systems
Nonverbal communication (Psychology)

Optical communications

F r o m M E L V Y L . r h € U n i l e r s i l y o f C a h f o r n i s o n l i n e u n i o n c a 6 l q  
' 1 9 6 4 T h e R e t e n t s o f t h e U n i v € r

sity ol Cdlitornia All Righls Reserved Used by permission

Figure 7
A Headings Display for "Communications"
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search? First, because there are generally fewer subject headings than
associated records, the user can scan the list more rapidly. In the exam-
ple in figure 7, there are 1,062 subject headings using the term "com-
munications" but almost 3,000 records indexed under those headings
(2,985 onJune 75,798+, to be exact). Second, if the system permits the
user to select only one, or perhaps a few, of the matching headings for
record display, signif,rcant numbers of "false drops" can be eliminated
early in the search process. In figure 7, the headings describe technical,
social, and psychological approaches to the topic. If our searcher were
interested in the psychological aspects of nonverbal communication, this
display would be especially valuable. Of the 2,985 records indexed un-
der headings using the word "communication," only 155 use the terms
"nonverbal communication. " The headings display permits the user to
identify the correct terms and narrow the search much more rapidly than
would be possible through a review of all records.

The promised benefrts of headings display are supported by empirical
findings. In the recent re-analysis of data from the Council on Library
Resources Public Access Project, discussed earlier, we examined six sys-
tems that use this practice, comparing them to seven systems that dis-
play only records.'e We found that the heading-display systems were
rated by users as particularly effective in subject searching and generally
displayed higher average levels of user satisfaction than the other sys-
tems.20

Cr-assrrrcarroN Lrsrs

Two other techniques can be considered related to headings display as
a user aid. One is a shelflist search, in which users can enter the call num-
ber for a relevant item and see a sequential display of items with call
numbers appearing on either side of the number entered. This capabil-
ity is offered, for example, by th. "shelf-position search" in the Ohio
State University LCS system.' ' The problem with the shelf-position
search is that it requires the user first to know at least one relevant call
number or part of a call number, and second, to enter it correctly in or-
der to generate at least one "hit. " A more promising, if more complex,
approach is to display information derived from the hierarchical struc-
ture of the classification system itself. Markey's paper reviews the poten-
tial of classified display in greater depth."

BrslrocnapHrc Reconos aNo Tnnrn Panrs

Whether or not headings are displayed first, eventually we get around
to the display of the bibliographic records themselves. I presume here
that displays will follow good general principles of video display design
and that several levels of display options, showing successively greater
amounts of information about each record, are available to the user. The
most important point to remember, and one often overlooked in current
designs, is that subject searches should display subject information. Es-
pecially when retrieval sets are large, the user is not helped to narrow or
redirect the search when confronted by several screens of one-line rec-
ords containing only authors and truncated titles. When possible, sub-
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ject searches should display subject data: complete titles, subject head-
ings, and notes, for example.

In addition to incorporating subject information into the display for-
mats, it is possible to add subject-oriented features to the display com-
mand itself. In MELVYL, for example, users can ask for specif,rc fields
of retrieved records to be displayed, including subject frelds. Figure 8
shows the result of entering a "display subjects" command after com-
pleting a search on the subject term "franchise." Note that the term is
used in three different wavs in these three records: as a svnonvm for suf-
frage in the first, u, u propL. name for a government entiiy in ihe second,
and as a business term in the third. This kind of display not only shows
the different usages and allows the user to select the relevant ones, but
also displays other subject headings assigned to potentially relevant
books, permitting the user to redirect the search to more appropriate and
productive terms.

Onoen or PneseNrATroN or Rrconos

Not only is the content of displayed records important, so is the order
in which the records are displayed. Conventional alphabetical sorting

USER ENTERED: display subjects

Search request: FI SU FRANCHISE
Search result: 3 records at UC libraries

1 .
Subjects: Craig, Edith, 1869-1947.

Actresses' Franchise League.
Women in the theater
One-act plays, English -- Women authors.
Women -- Suffrage

2 .
Subjects: California. Office of Administrative Law.

California. State Board of Equalization.
California. Franchise Tax Board.
Administrat ive law -- Cali fornia.

Subjects: Small  business.
Success.
Franchise (Retai l  trade)

F r o m M E L V Y L , r h e U n i v e r s i r y o f C a l i f o r n i a o n l r n e u n i o n c a t a t o g  i l 9 E 4 T h e R e g e n t s o f r h e U n i v e F

$iry of Callornia All Rishs Resrved Used by Frmission

Figure 8
Display of Subject Headings from Retrieved Records
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orders may have no particular value for the user scanning large retrieval
results for relevant items, especially when the sort is based on the main
entry, an element that usually has no subject content at all.

One alternative is to present results in order by date, with the most
recent publications listed first. The Ohio State system is one that follows
this practice." This technique has the virtue of presenting the most re-
cent publications on a topic first, which should be a significant conve-
nience for many users. It should be noted, however, that date ordering
would be most beneficial when the search is as precise as it can be and
still retrieves numerous records. If the user has entered an overly broad
or inappropriate subject term, date ordering may not be particularly
useful in locating relevant records.

Another potentially useful order of presentation is by classification
number. This technique resembles the Ohio State shelf-position search,
but does not require the user to enter a call number; rather it orders by
call number the records retrieved by subject term. This technique has
the virtue of bringing together for display records that are related by
classif,rcation, a method that could help users locate clusters of relevant
records, as well as suggest stack locations that might be fruitful for at-
shelf browsing. No system uses this sort method now, and we can imag-
ine that a display so sorted might be confusing to users, and also difficult
to manage if the number of records was very large and distributed
among several classification areas.

Coxcr,usroNs
From this review of design options for subject searching, I would like

to draw four points that are of special importance to those designing or
dealing with online catalogs.

First, numerous techniques are currently available for use in develop-
ing approaches to all four areas of design: indexing, processing of user
input, searching, and display.

Second, each of these techniques, examined by itself, has both
strengths and weaknesses. There is no self-evidently "right" approach
to improving subject access.

Third, assembling a search method from this menu presents new
risks, because the various techniques can interact with and influence
each other and can do so in ways I cannot describe today because not all
possible combinations are in existence in currently operational catalogs.

Finally, despite these risks, we can be reassured that methods are in-
deed available to make effective use of subject information in existing
bibliographic records. Although the challenges are formidable, I am
convinced that it is currently possible to design systems that can deliver
on the enormous potential of online catalogs as subject access tools for
library users.
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Su biecl-Seo rching Experiences
ond Needs of Online Cofolog
Users: lmplicotions for
Iibrory Clossificotion

Koren Morkey

When thefindings oJ the Online Catalog Eualuation Projects haue been presented at
publicforums and meetings, the researchers haue emphasized the importance oJ sub-
ject access to online public access catalogs. Suraelt and interuiew responses and
transaction log analtses proaide eaidence that there is much more subject searching
of online catalogs than expected, giaen theJindings oJ traditional catalog use stud-
ies. Research into online catalog use reaeals that users haue problems with subject
searching, particularl2 in the selection oJ subject uocabularl. And, when asked to
identtfl desired improuemenls to online catalogs, library users select those that will
expand and enhance subject searching. Subject searching, therejore, deserues much
emphasis and attention in terms oJ online catalog improuement. This paper de-
scribes an experiment in the use oJ the Dewey Decimal Classification in online
catalogs to introduce the classed approach to the subject searching oJ library collec-
tions, enhance the subject terminologlt indexed in the online catalog, and proaide
possibilities for search strategies not possible through the alphabetical approach of
subject headings and/or keywords.

\-fNJanuanv 21, 7982, an audience of approximately 125 convened at
the University of Denver to listen to the preliminary findings of the On-
line Catalog Evaluation Projects. The findings were presented at a pub-
lic forum by the principal investigators, whose five organizations had
been funded by the Counci l  on Library Resources (CLR). Edwin
Brownrigg of the University of California began his presentation by as-
sert ing that "sacred cows are being strewn al l  over the landscape." '
With that remark, Brownrigg underlined that the findings were chal-
lenging, if not altogether negating, commonly held beliefs about search-
ing the library catalog, especially the assertion that library users perform

Edited version of a paper presented at the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis Committee pro-
gram, "Subject  Access in the Onl ine Catalog,"  onJune 2+,198+, by Karen Markcy,
Research Scientist, Office of Research, OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc
The Council on Library Resources and Forest Press are acknowledged for their support
of the DDC Online Project.
o 1984 OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
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more known-item searches than subject searches. More recently, Brett
Butler used the phrase, "the sleeping beast awakens," to describe the
"ground swell of interest," among both l ibra^ry staff and patrons,
around the phenomena of public access systems.'

Such terms-sacred cows and sleeping beasts-applied to our shat-
tered beliefs about searching library catalogs and to the new form of li-
brary catalogs imply our perplexity and confusion about the use of on-
line public access catalogs. Yet, users have provided us with a host of
recommendations for harnessing these beasts to build improved systems
and system features. In this paper, we wil l review users' subject-
searching experiences and needs and describe how a library classifica-
tion, when incorporated into an online catalog, can improve their
searches.

PREPONDERANCE oF SUBJECT SEARCHING
IN ONLINE CATALOGS

The results of surveys and transaction log analyses in the online cata-
log use studies supported by CLR underlined the fact that subject
searches are the predominant approach to searching online catalogs." Li-
brary patrons were asked to record the type of search(es) they had just
made in the online catalog. This question was used to obtain their an-
SWCTS:

lJser survey question 3. I searched for what I wanted by:
a. A complete author's name
b.  Part  of  an author 's  name
r A complete title
d. Part of a title
e. A topic word or words

I A subject heading or headings
g. A complete call number
h. Part of a call number
The online catalogs of fifteen libraries in the CLR-sponsored survey

offered subject searching. The largest group of respondents at nine of
these libraries-Syracuse LJniversity, Dallas Public Library, Iowa City
Public Library, University of California, Dartmouth College , Library
of Congress, Claremont Colleges, Stephen F. Austin lJniversity, and
Mission and West Valley Community Colleges-checked the category
"subject heading(s). " The largest group of respondents at the Mankato
State lJniversity library checked the category "topic word(s). " There
were only five libraries-the Ohio State IJniversity Litrraries, Stanford
Universiiy library, Northwestern lJniversity library, Pikes Peak Li-
brary District, and Evanston Public Library-where most users.chose a
response category representing a known-item search approach..

Researchers who have conducted surveys of library patrons indepen-
dent of the CLR-sponsored Online Catalog Evaluation Projects have re-
ported similar findings. Moore surveyed users_of four different online
catalogs; two offered subject-searching features.' In one, most users had
performed subject searches. In a systern where subject access was not
available , 20 % of survey respondents reported that they had tried to pe r-
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form subject searches by searching for titles.
Pawley surveyed an unreported number of users at the University of

Guelph's online catalog, a system without a subject search capability."
Yet, 407o of the online catalog users in that survey reported that they
had been looking for information on a subject. Alzofon and Van Pulis
surveyed more than 575 users of the online catalog LCS (Library Con-
trol System) at the Ohio State University and found that the largest
group of respondents (42 %)had performed subject searches.' They also
reported that known-item searches were more successful than subject
searches, but they failed to describe the criteria for determining a suc-
cessful search. Steinberg and Metz found that 58 of the 85 surveyed us-
ers (69%) of the online catalog at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute had
performed subject searches.t

Siegel used the same instrument as the one used in CLR-sponsored
research to survey more than 500 users of two prototype online catalogs
at the NationalLlbrary of Medicine and determine their prototype pref-
erence.'Again, most users had performed subject searc6es.

At the Library of Congress (LC), Pritchard surveyed approximately
120 online catalog users of the SCORPIO system and found that767o
had done subje ct searches. 

'o 
When Pritchard'identified types of searches

by users' affrl iations (e.g., undergraduate student, member of Con-
gress, private researcher), subject search was still the predominant ap-
proach by SCORPIO users regardless of affrliation. In a similar analysis
of data gathered through the CLR-sponsored survey at the Ohio State
University and Syracuse lJniversity, Markey reported that faculty and
graduate students frequently employed known-item access points in on-
line catalog se.arches, while undergraduate students employed subject
access points. " The results of similar analyses by Pritchard and Markey
are inconsistent with each other; Pritchard's results question the com-
monly held truth that, as catalog users increase their years of formal
schooling, they are likely to perform more know.n-item searches than
subject searches in the traditional library catalog."

The survey method has been criticized as a means of finding out the
types of se*rches made by catalog users because it confounds the antrlysis
of results. " However, transaction log analysis and activity log statistics
offer us additional approaches to determine the types of searches by on-
line catalog users and to compare survey results.

The computer has the ability to record not only every system re-
sponse, but also every user action entered into the online catalog.
Thanks to technology, we have a very accurate record of exactly what
people input into the library's online catalog. Some systems, such as
Mankato State University's MSUS/PALS and University of Califor-
nia's MELVYL, regularly record and tally every command and present
these frequencies in the form of an activity log.' '  Other systems, such as
Syracuse Univers i ty 's  SULIRS and Northwestern lJn ivers i ty 's
NOTIS, record every system response and user action entered into the
online catalog." Additional softwire must be written to tally frequencies
of individual commands for an activity log analysis and to determine the
probabilities of entering commands for a transaction log analysis.
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Table 1 lists in decreasing order the percentages of subject searches
and other search approaches entered into seven different online cata-
logs. In each of the seven systems, the percentage of subject searches was
greater than any other type of search; the majority of searches at West
Valley Community College, University of California (using the look-up
mode), Dallas.Public Library, and Mankato State University were sub-
ject searches. 

'"

TABLE 1

Sun;r,cr SeancHrs rnorrl TneNsecrloN oR Acrtvrrv
Loc ANer-nses nq Orrrxt Cnrer-oc LJsr Sruores

% Subjcct
Scarches Author Library Studied

7o Other
Access Points

65

6 1

60

5 9

Larson

Larson

Tolle

Barnett

Larson

Tolle

Larson

Borgman

16, author
18, t i t le

1, author/title
16, author
B, title

15, other
15, author
16, t i t le
5, cal l  no.
4, author/title

13 ,  au thor
21 , title

7, author/title
26, author
2 1 , title
4, arthor/title
1, series
1, other

24, atthor
2 1 , title
3, cal l  no.
5, other
1, series

25, author
35, t i t le
19, author
30, t i t le
14, author/title
3, shelflist

West Valley Community College

Un i ve rs i t y  o f  Ca l i f o rn i a  ( l ook -up
mode)

Dallas Public Library

Mankato State Univers i ty

IJniversity of California (command
mode)

Syracuse University

Northwestern University

Ohio State University

+0

3+

SOURCE: Markey, Subject Searching in Online Catalogs, p 77 .
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log. At this point, we are tempted to say, "So what?" However, this
preponderance of subject searching has been accompanied by difficul-
ties expressed by users and identif,red by our methodi of analysis.

UsERs' Sur;rcr-SEARcHTNG Dlrrrcur,rms
In the CLR-sponsored survey, a Likert scale was employed to mea-

sure online catalog users' degree of agreement with statements about on-
line catalog features. IJsers aI all twenty-nine surveyed libraries were
very much in agreement with the following three Likert-scaled ques-
t rons:

IJser question 13: A computer search by subject is diffrcult.
IJser question 17: Finding the correct subject term is diffrcult.
IJser question 1 9: Increasing the results when too little is retrieved is

difficult.

9.I.4 in the online public access catalog. Nonusers indicated that they

lgd the same problem when searching the library's traditional catalog.
Here is an example of a focused-group interview participant's comment
about this problem:

. Sometimes you can't find a thing you're looking for. I was looking
for "medieval battles" and all I could find was World War II stuff.

Library patrons recognized their reliance on the library staff to help
them find the right subject heading; library staff gave accounts of the
assistance they provided to patrons who were having problems finding
subject terminology:

o Sometimes I have to use the dictionary to make sure a word is
spelled right. A lot of times, the patron just isn't using the right
word, so we'll suggest others. (Mankato State, library student iu-
pervisors)
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Patrons' comments on their efforts to use the printed volumes of Zz-

practice was confusing to patrons,
The user problem of "increasing the results when too little is re-

trieved" has been connected to subject searching, since transaction log
analyses have shown that a large number of subject searches result in no
retrievals (i.e., zero postings). Researchers have found that between
357o andil%'of th.i. subjEci searches produced no output. 'e

Johnson performed a failure analysis on keyword (i.e., Boolean)
searches with subject access points that resulted in zero postings in the
BAC$ online catalog at the University of Washington School of Medi-
cine.'" Of the total number of 263 failed subject access points, Johnson
determined that the major reason for failure was the user's entry of a
term that was not a Medical Subject Heading (MeSH). Using failure
analysis, he identified five reasons why users' searches resulted in no re-
trlevals:

1.  A non-MeSH heading(BB%)
2 . A spellin g error (3 %)
3. An incorrect MeSH (a%)
4. A quote or typographical error (3!o)
5.  An abbreviat ion(2%)
In a survey of SCORPIO users atLC, Pritchard asked respondents

who had performed a subject search to identify the source of their subject
terminology from the following list:

a. LC Subject Headings List (large red volumes)
6. Legislative Indexing Vocabulary
c. LC classification number
d. Retrieve command
e. Browse randomly under a word you know

Of the 123 searchers responding to this question, half answered that they

not know the source of subject terms for searching VTLS.
Using data collected for CLR-sponsored online catalog research,

Markey analyzed 859 access points entered by lBB searchers of the
SULIRS online catalog at Syracuse University." Checking users' sub-
ject access points with the printed LCSH, she categorized the terms en-
tered into the following eight categories:

1. Exact match of LCSH
2. Exact match of LCSH cross-reference
3. Close variant of LCSH or LCSH cross-reference
4. Terms of access point match two or more whole or partial LCSH
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5. Spell ing error
6. Known-item access point
7. Plqy error, e.g., unucceptable truncation sign or unacceptable

field label
B. Whatever popped into the searcher,s mind

. T.r analysis indicated that most access points were catesorized as
"whatever popped into the searcher's mind,"' i .e.,36To of thEiotal 859
access points. Interestingly,65To ofthe access points so categorized re_
sulted in no retrievals. Only lB% of users' u...r. points i,L.. ."u.t
matches of LCSH; however, 7% of these access points r.sulted in no
retrievals.

^ In our existing online catalogs, patrons are saddled with the job of
finding the right subject heading to iepresent their topic of interesi. Few
searchers know about LCIH. A large-proportion of online catalog users
enter different terms until they match indexed subject terminoiogy or
deplete their ^sup-ply of terms and give up the search". Instead of plicing
the burden of subject searching on lib*iy patrons, online public access
catalogs must be enhanced with online usei aids to assist in the selection
of subject vocabulary, facilitate browsing, and provide additional infor-
mation for making relevance asr.ss-.nts.

UsERs, Sun;ncr Snancnrwc NEEDS

rng rntervrew responses .reveal the desire for cross-references and
related-term hsts:
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and/or tables of contents to MARC records, processing these terms and
phrases into the searchable indexes of the online catalogs, and displaying
them in lists of retrieved records would increase patrons' likelihood of
matching their subject terms with those contained in the searchable in-
dexes ofthe catalogs and would help patrons assess the relevance ofre-
trieved items.

o Annotations, summaries, or abstracts of books
r Titles of essays in volumes of collected works or festschriften
o Individual musical pieces on sound recordings
o Introductions of books
o Book-jacket material
o Evaluative information, such as book reviews, intended audi-

ence(s)
o Assignment of more subject headings to books
In focused-group interviews, library patrons noted that they missed

the browsability of the traditional library in the online public access cata-
log. Here is a typical comment:

. I can do browsing with alphabetical proximity, e. g. , find ' 'Human

Relations Area Files, " when I don't know which of its terms is plu-
ral; the computer catalog doesn't let me do this. (Syracuse, faculty
users I

Library patrons described how they used the online catalog to find ad-
ditional materials on their topic of interest by recording a class number
and then browsing the particular location in the bookshelves. In libraries
whose online catalog did not offer call or class number searches or a
shelfl ist browsing capabil ity, users suggested such capabil it ies.

o I use the CN (call number) command to scan the bookshelves at the
terminal . (Syracuse, facuity users)

o The library classification scatters books. You'll be walking through
the shelves and see something on "architecture" and wonder what
those books are doing there. Maybe the computer could help you
find these scattered things in a more productive way. (Iowa City
Public, adult users)

When asked to suggest improvements to existing online catalogs, li-
brary users selected improvements to subject searching. In surveys and
Ibcused-group interviews, they expressed their wishes to increase the
amount of subject information included in bibliographic records and to
incorporate lists of related terms into the online catalog. Evidence from
traditional catalog use studies suggests that catalog searchers do not
make use of passes, i.e., "the act of exploit ing either alphabetical prox-
imity to a matched entry of conceptually related entries or the cross-
refciences which link them to additional entry vocabulary."'n

Online catalogs at LC, Dallas Public Library, and the Ohio State
University Libraries respond with lists of subject headings in alphabeti-
cal proximity to the users' entered terms, allowing them to browse for-
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ward and, sometimes, backward in the lists of terms. The study of state
transition diagrams from transaction log analyses shows that users are
browsing tbese lists to find indexed terminology expressing their topics
of interest."

Our review of online catalog users' needs for online catalogs has
shown that they want additional subject information about the contents
of materials included in bibliographic records, presumably for two pur-
poses: to f,rnd out what the book is about and to improve their chances of
matching the online catalog's indexed terms. Library users would like
lists of related terms and cross-references to the catalog's indexed vocab-
ulary. Focused-group interview participants remarked that they missed
the browsability of the traditional library catalog. Transaction log analy-
sis has provided evidence that users browse lists of subject headings in
the alphabetical proximity of their entered terms.

In the remainder of this paper, we will see how a library classihcation
incorporated into the information retrieval environment of an online
catalog can enhance subject access to bibliographic records, improve
browsability during subject searches, and provide additional subject in-
formation in bibliographic records about content to aid online searchers
in assessing the relevance ofretrieved output.

Lrnneny Cr,essrrrcerroN As A
UsER's'fool, IN AN ONr,rNn Cerer,oc

Library classifrcation can be a user's tool for subject access, browsing,
and display in an online catalog. The importance of introducing a classi-
fication scheme into the information retrieval environment of online cat-
alogs lies in its potential for introducing a logical approach to subject
searching and for increasing the amount of subject information included
in bibliographic record displays. Furthermore, library classihcation can
make possible search strategies that are not presently supported by on-
line public access catalogs.

The four features of a library classification that can aid online search-
ers match their subject terminology with the online catalog terminology
and browse for better terms to express their topics are

1. The subject terminology in classification schedules, e.g., head-
rngs, scope notes, etc.

2. The subject terminology in the index to the schedules.
3. The arrays of terminology enumerated in the schedules, whose re-

lationships to each other are evident from indentions in printed
schedules or the notation of class numbers.

4. The class numbers listed in the schedules and index.
Through these subject terminologies, users can have mgch more subject
information to match their search terms and to search for better terms ro
express their topics than is presently available in online catalogs.

In American libraries, classihcation has chiefly been the domain of
catalogers or classifiers behind the closed doors of technical processing
departments. Classification has been visible to library users as a device
for shelf arrangement of library materials. Typically, patrons record a
call number frorn the library catalog, search for the book bearing the re-
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corded number, then browse the bookshelves for other books similar to
the one just found.'u We will now show in this discussion how library
classilication can be integrated into an online public access catalog to
enhance subject access to its contents, to help users browse for terms re-
lated to their entered search terms, and to provide additional subject in-
formation in bibliographic records about cbntent to aid online searchers
in assessing the relevance ofretrieved output.

Srr,ncrroN oF THE Dnwry Drcrnrel
Cr,essrrrceTloN FoR A RESEARcH STUDY

Research on the application of classification schedules for information
retrieval purposes was first conducted by Freeman and Atherton, who
demonstrated the feasibility of the Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC) as an entry vocab-ulary for online subject searchers in a biblio-
graphic retrieval system.'' At the time of their study, there were few op-
erational retrieval systems available for searching by end users.

In fall 1 98 1 , thirteen years after the study of the UDC for online infor-
mation retrieval, a number of factors converged in the OCLC Office of
Research to rekindle interest in classifrcation and rnechanization. Col-
lectively, these factors provided the impetus for the Office of Research to
pursue a study of how library classification could serve online catalog
users and improve their subject-searching experiences. The four factors
listed below, which emerged as a result of ongoing research at OCLC
and other library-related institutions and recommendations from CLR-
sponsored endeavors, are most important to the consideration of adding
a classification scheme to online catalogs:

1. The preponderance ofsubject searching in online catalogs, users'
subject-searching diffrculties, and their needs for improvement to
subject searching, which surfaced in CLR-sponsored research and
independent studies of online catalog use.

2. The growth in the design and implementation of online public ac-
cess catalogs, which emerged from the ClR-sponsored Dart-
mouth Conference of library administrators involved in the plan-
ning or development of this type of catalog.'n

3. Exciting potential for improving and enhancing this new form of
catalog-an opportunity that was absent from the traditional li-
brary catalog because of its medium.

4. The recommendation from Mandel,t ' in a report on subject access
prepared for CLR, that terms from a classification schedule could
be appended to libraries' bibliographic records to enhance subject
access, and the recommendation, from a CLR-sponsored invita-
tional meeting on subject access, that the design and distribution of
a library classifrcation in machine-readable form should be ex-
plored.'o

These factors played a major role in shaping the ideas of the Office of
Research staff regarding the potential of classification in the environ-
ment of an online public access catalog. The realization that the nine-
teenth edition of Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) was produced by
computerized photocomposition prompted the Offrce of Research to
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make inquiries to the publisher, Forest.Press, about the availabil ity, for
research purposes, of the print tapes.' '  In January 1984, the Offirce of
Research, with the support of CLR and Forest Press, embarked on a
study of DDC as a user's tool for subject access, browsing, and display.
The machine-readable DDC that is used in this study was converted
from print tapes that originally served to produce the nineteenth edition.

THE DEwEY DECIMAL
Cr.essrrrcerloN ONLTNE PRoJEcr

The four otjectives of the DDC Online Project are to
1. Use the consensus of DDC experts to determine strategies for

searching and displaying DDC in an online catalog.
2. Demonstrate DDC as an online searcher's tool for subject access,

browsing, and display in an online catalog.
3. Test the effectiveness of DDC as an online searcher's tool.
4. Evaluate the demonstration and test results of DDC as an online

searcher's tool and disseminate the results of the research project.
The demonstration of DDC as an online searcher's tool will employ

the four features of a library classification that can aid searchers in
matching their terminology with the catalog terminology and in brows-
ing for better search terms to express topics. These four features are

1. The subject terminology in DDC schedules.
2. The subject terminology in the DDC relative index.
3. The hierarchical arrays of related terminology in DDC schedules.
4. The class numbers in DDC schedules.
The Library of Congress, the New York State Library, the Public Li-

brary of Columbus and Franklin County (Ohio), and the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign are participating in the project by help-
ing to determine strategies for searching, browsing, and displaying
DDC in an online catalog; by submitting bibliographic records in se-
lected classification areas to the DDC Online Project; and by testing the
effectiveness of the method in retrieval experiments with library patrons
and staff."

OCLC's Developmental Online Public Access Catalog (DOPAC) is
the foundation for the development of an experimental system in which
DDC has been implemented as such auser's tool. DOPAC is command-
driven and performs operations typically found in online catalogs and
bibliographic retrieval systems, e.g., entry of search terms, display of
bibliographic records, review of created sets, and Boolean combinations
and, 0r, and not. DOPAC allows truncation; it also produces a list of in-
dexed terms or names, in alphabetical proximity to the ones entered,
from which the user can select those of interest.

DOPAC will be enhanced with capabilities that enable its users to use
DDC for subject access, browsing, and display. How DDC will be im-
plemented in DOPAC is described below.

SunJncr AccEss rHRoucH THE DDC
There are two sources of subject-rich information in DDC that are not

already contained in libraries' bibliographic records:
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1. The headings in DDC schedules
2. The entries in the DDC relative index.
The links between bibliographic records and headings from the DDC

schedules and relative index entries are DDC class numbers. A
machine-readable cataloging record, whose class number matches or al-
most matches a class number in the machine-readable DDC schedules
and relative index, will be augmented with headings from the schedules
and entries from the relative index. Figure 1 shows a bibliographic rec-
ord bearing two additional subject fields composed of subject terms
taken from the DDC schedules and relative index. In the Dewey subject
field, the heading at DDC class number 796,i.e., Athletic and outdoor sports
and games, and the heading at DDC class number 796.3, i.e., Ball Games,
are concatenated to make a single heading. The inclusion of the heading
for the general number 796 is intended to place the heading of the spe-
cific number 796.3 in context. There are many examples in the DDC
schedules of headings that do not make sense unless accompaniedby a
heading at a more general number. The Dewey index field contains an
entry from the DDC relative index found under the initial terrn Ballthat
directs users to the class number 796.3 .

CALL NO.:
TITLE:

DEWEY SUBJECT:
DEWEY INDEX:
LC SUBJECT:
LC SUBJECT:
AUTHOR:
PUBLICATION:

796 .3 .C83H
An Historical Analysis of Competitive Rubber Ball Games in
Mesoamerica
Athletic and outdoor sports and games-Ball games
Ball-Games-Outdoor and general- Sports
Ball Games-Central America
Ball Games-Arizona
Cox, Allan Elton
Edmonton, Alba.: University of Alberta, 1967

Figure I
Display Fields in a Bibliographic Record Enhanced

with the Dewey Decimal Classification

Subject information in these enhanced bibliographic records is in-
dexed in DOPAC in two ways:

1. Subject contents of Dewey index fields are indexed as precoordi-
nated phrases and contain pointers to the bibliographic records in
which the phrase occurs. This type of indexing will allow users to
search alphabetically for subjects. In response to user-entered
terms, the system produces a list of entries from the DDC relative
index. This approach is similar to existing online catalog treat-
ment of precoordinated LC subject headings, e.g., LCS at Ohio
State, CLSI/PAC at Iowa City Public, and NOTIS at Northwest-
ern lJniversity. In these online catalogs, the system response to
user-entered terms is a list of assigned subject headings in the al-
phabetical "neighborhood" of the user-entered terms. The differ-
ence between these online catalogs and the experimental system in
this study is that the latter is composed of entries from the DDC
relative index.
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2. Subject contents of subject-rich fields of enhanced bibliographic
records, i.e., subject headings, Dewey index, and Dewey subject
fields, are indexed as keywords and contain pointers to the class
number of the bibliographic records in which the keyword occurs.
This second approach will allow users to search systematically and
receive direction from the system as to fruitful areas of the classifi-
cation where there are items matchine their entered keywords.
Then users can browse the hierarchical irrays of headings in DDC
schedules. The contents of subject-rich fields in bibliographic rec-
ords, i.e., subject heading, Dewey subject, and index fields, are
indexed as keywords-much as subject-rich fields are handled in a
number of online catalogs such as Syracuse's SULIRS, Mankato
State's MSUSiPALS, and LC's MUMS. The difference is that
DOPAC will direct users to areas of the classification, for browsing
the hierarchical arrays of terminology in DDC schedules as an in-
termediary step, before retrieving a set of bibliographic records
containing their entered search terms.

BBOwSING AND THE DDC

DDC will enable a user to browse the online catalog using the tradi-
tional alphabetical approach of displays of indexed, precoordinated sub-
jects in response to the user's entered terms. The user's entered terms
are matched with indexed relative index entries, and the system pro-
duces an alphabetical list of DDC relative index entries. Selection from
this list will direct the user to bibliographic records. Figure 2 shows a
display of DDC relative index entries in response to the searcher's query
Ball Games. The searcher can elect to browse forward and backward to

SUBJECT: Ball Games
LINE ITEMS TOPICS-ASPECTS

1 1 Badminton-soorts
2 3 Bai t  cast ing-angl ing-sports
3 17 Ball-games-indoor-recreatron
+ 5 Ball-games-outdoor and general-sports

-recreatron
'eatlon

rrpment)-athletic-American football
ripment)-indoor
-biography and work

OPTIoNS: 
sDorts

BF Browse for-ward
BB Browse backward
BT Browse tooics
SS Search syslematically for "Ball Games"
DI Display items
SO Start over
USER,S RESPONSE: SS

Figure 2
Alphabetical Subject Searching Using the

Dewey Decimal Classification
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view terms in alphabetical proximity to those listed.
The primary importance of incorporating DDC into an online catalog

lies in its potential for introducing a logical approach to subject access for
library catalog searchers. In this regard, the experimental online cata-log
developed for this study closely resembles Cutter's concept of the com-
bined catalog, which features both dictionary and systematic parts of a
library catalog and gives information "all about general subordinate
subjects and classes of subjects like the classed catalogue, with the advan-
tage of having an alphabetical index of subjects to assist in hnding the
places where ihey a.e entered. "t'

Initially, searchers have options to search alphabetically or systemati-
cally for subjects. Selection ofthe alphabetical approach results in a list
of relative index entries in alphabetical proximity to user-entered terms.
If searchers' entered terms do not match indexed relative index entries.
they can select an option for a systematic search. Or, in the example of
figure 2, the searcher who was dissatisf,red with the contents of displays of
alphabetically arranged, precoordinated terms could choose to search
systematically, whereupon the system performs a keyword search and
responds with a list of the general areas in which bibliographic records
containing the entered keywords are classed. Then, the system will
guide users through hierarchical arrays of headings from DDC sched-
ules and allow them to select headings of interest to display bibliographic
records"

In hgure 3 , a continuation of the interaction initiated in figure 2, the
user has selected option SS, i.e., a systematic search, and DOPAC has
responded with a list containing DDC headings from the general areas of
the classification (i.e.. 794 and 796) where items on Ball Games are as-
signed. Selection from this display directs the user to the specific level of
DDC where bibliographic records contain the search terms entered by
the user. The user can choose headings from this second screen to dis-
play bibliographic records or to browse more specific or general head-
ings than the ones listed.

Class-number searching in existing online catalogs is handled differ-
ently from one online catalog to another. In general, there are three ap-
proaches. In the first, the user enters a class number, and the system
responds with the number of items assigned the exact number entered;
then the user typically enters a display command to display retrieved
items. The second approach is the same as the first except that the system
retrieves records beginning with the class number entered, i.e., the sys-
tem performs an implicit truncation of the entered class number. Then
the user can display retrieved items. In the third approach, the class-
number search allows the user to browse the shelflist of the librarv: Ohio
State's LCS is the best example of such a shelfl ist search.'*

Searching for class numbeis in DOPAC directs users to lists of head-
ings in DDC schedules. In figure 4, the user enters the class number
796.3 and DOPAC responds with a list of class numbers more specific
than 796. 3 (i. e., 796. 3 1, 7 96.32, 7 96.33, and so on) and the cumulative
totals of items assigned the listed class numbers. The user can choose
captions from the screen to display bibliographic records in shelflist or-
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SYSTEM: Ball games is treated from 2 perspectives
LINE PERSPECTIVE
I Indoor games of skill
2 Athletic and outdoor sports and games
OPTIONS:
SP Select a perspective
SO Start over
USER'S RESPONSE: SP
SYSTEM: Enter line number
USER'S RESPONSE: 2
GENERAL TOPIC: Ball Games
LINE AREA TOPICS
1 796.31 Ball thrown or hit by hand. Examples: handball, lawn

bowling
2 796.32 Inflated ball thrown or hit by hand. Including netball
3 796.33 Inflated ball driven by foot
4 796.34 Racquet games. Including court tennis, paddle tennis
5 796.35 Bdl driven by club, mallet, bat
OPTIONS:
BS Browse more specific topics
BG Browse more general topics
GI Get more information about a topic
DI Display items
RP Return to perspectives list
SO Start over

CALL NUMBER: 796.3
GENERAL TOPIC: Ball Games
LINE AREA TOPICS
1 796.31 Ball thrown or hit by hand. Examples: handball, lawn

bowling
2 796.32 Inflated ball thrown or hit by hand. Including netball
3 796.33 Inflated ball driven by foot
4 796.34 Racquet games. Including court tennis, paddle tennis
5 796.35 Ball driven by club, mallet, bat
OPTIONS:
BS Browse more specific topics
BG Browse more general topics
GI Get more information about a toprc
DI Display items
SO Start over

ITEMS

1 9
72

498
223
2 rs

Figure 3
S r stemati c-Subj efi 

i "3il3i?:.Y,'ir *'n"

der or browse more specific or general captions than the ones listed. This
approach to searching by call number is very different from the ap-
proaches presently implemented in online catalogs. It exploits the value
of the headings in DDC to explain the meaning of listed class numbers.
In two of the three approaches implemented in existing online catalogs,
searchers find out the meaning of a class number only after they begin to
display retrieved bibliographic records. However, class-number search-

ITEMS

1 9
7 9

498
223
215

Figure 4
Class Number Searching Using the

Dewey Decimal Classification
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ing in all operational online catalogs requires users to know the general
meaning of class numbers before they enter them into the catalog.

TI{n DDC FoR DISPLAY

The display of DDC in an online catalog entails displays of biblio-
graphic records enhanced with headings from DDC schedules and en-
tries from the relative index. Figure I is an example of such an enhanced
bibliographic record. Including this additional subject information from
DDC in intermediate and full bibliographic record displays will increase
the amount of subject information about retrieved items and will help
subject searchers make relevance assessments, since more subject infor-
mation than merely the title and subject headings will be detailed in indi-
vidual bibliographic record displays.

STCNTTTCANCE OF THE DDC
AS A USER'S TOOL

Research f,rndings on subject-searchers' experiences with, and needs
for, online catalogs have played a major role in inspiring us to formulate
the research project; envision the capabilities of DOPAC for transform-
ing the DDC schedules and relative index into a user's tool for subject
access, browsing, and display; and to test DDC as a user's tool. As a
means of enhancing subject access to bibliographic records, providing
lists of terms related to the search terms entered by users, and displaying
additional subject information about the contents of books, DDC can
fulfill a number of user needs for online catalogs and support search
strategies which are impossible to provide in our existing alphabetical
online catalogs.

Library classif,rcation is valuable information already existing in
machine-readable bibliographic records. Enhancing bibliographic rec-
ords with subject information from DDC is a relatively simple process in
comparison to adding users' suggestions, such 4s tables of contents and
back-of-the-book indexes, to bibliographic records because DDC is al-
ready in machine-readable form.

Research on DDC wi l l  resul t  in  an understanding of  subject-
searchers' problems with online displays of DDC schedules, online bib-
liographic record displays, and manipulation of online lists of related
terminology, all of which will help system designers in future implemen-
tations of DDC specihcallv. and in future enhancements of online cata-
logs generally. Tire results of our research on DDC as a user's tool in an
online catalog can open up a new horizon for the future of the DDC spe-
cifically and litrrary classification in general.
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Chonging AACR2
to Accommodote the Colologing
of Microcomputer Soffwore

Sue A. Dodd

The packaging rather than the content of microcomputer sqftware issued b1t com-
mercial publishers makes thesefiles appear to be different in compositionfrom the
earlierJiles represented in chapter 9 oJ the second edition of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules. The issuance oJ microcomputer files fui established book
publishers has brought a demand Jor rules Jor descriptiue cataloging that resemble
thoseJor other commercially produced materials. Chapter t has alreadl undergone
some changes and more areJorthcoming. The purpose of this paper is to examine the
rules fficled by reaisions approued b2 theJoint Steering Committee and those cou-
ered in the neu Guidelines for Using AACR2 Chapter 9 for Cataloging
Microcomputer Software and to suggest changes still needed to prouide ade-
q uate b i b lio grap hi c c ontro l.

lV""* rHE RULES for machine-readable data files (MRDF) were first
formulated, everyone involved in that task was fully aware that there
would be a need for a change to parts of the code, especially as biblio-
graphical control was applied to these files and as new advances were
made in technology. Very little time has elapsed since this medium came
into popular use. Much of the bibliographical control that is visible to-
day is the direct result of earlier efforts applied to those first files used
with mainframe computers. Now there is another generation of com-
puters and their files-microcomputer files. The issuance of microcom-
puter files by cornmercial producers makes these hles appear to be differ-
ent from the earlier files in composition. However, it is the packaging of
the files that contributes to these differences rather than substantive dif:
ferences in the files themselves. Put another way, a computer file-
whe the r  i t  r uns  on  a  ma in f rame ,  a  m in i compu te r ,  o r  a
microcomputer-is basically the same, but in terms of cataloging, the
issuance of microcomputer fi les by established book publishers has
brought with it a demand for descriptive rules that resemble those for
other commercially produced materials. Many of the existing rules in

Sue A. Dodd, Associate Research Librarian, Institute for Research in Social Scicnce,
IJniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, served as a member of the RTSD/CCS
Committee on cataloging: Description and Access Task Force on the Descriptive cata-
loging of Microcomputer Software.
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chapter 9 will remain as is, but others are in the process of being reinter-
preted or revised. This is the way it should be, as we try to construct rules
and guidelines for a medium that is new to most of us and that is con-
stantly changing. As the current rules stand, there is a need for change
for the following reasons: (1) existing errors in statement, fact, or exam-
ple; (2) out-of-date terminology or technical applications; (3) the issu-
ance of computer files by commercial publishers; and (4) new applica-
tions based on new technology (i.e., microprocessors).

The first category is currently being addressed through the appropri-
ate channels of the ALAiRTSD Cataloging Committee: Description
and Access (CC:DA) and theJoint Steering Committee for Revision of
AACR2 (JSC), but additional revisions.reed to be recommended.'The
second category deals with content or concepts within the code that are
no longer .'iubl. or in use by the practitioneis. Examples are "internal
user label" arrd " object program." The third category deals with
changes brought about by the issuance of microcomputer frles by com-
mercial producers rather than by local, government, or academic pro-
ducers. An example of a change required in this category is a revision in
the order of ' 'prescribed sources ' ' of information to reestablish the valid-
ity of externui lrb.lr on physical carriers. The fourth category necessi-
tates additions to the code to accommodate microcomputers and their
special needs in terms of hardware and software. Many of the changes
related to microcomputers have been addressed by CC:DA and the sub-
sequent ALA publication: Guidelines for Using AACR2 Chapter 9for Cata-
loging Microcomputer Software (cited hereafter as Guidclines).'

Optimally, a single chapter on the cataloging of computer files should
stand for all generations of computers and for both types of files (i.e.,
data files and program frles). In terms of the user. programs are different
in scope and purpose from data files, but to the computer it makes little
difference. Nonetheless, programs are designed to work in conjunction
with data f,rles, and thus it makes little sense to have one set of cataloging
rules for programs or software and another for data files. Because it is
becoming increasingly difhcult to keep track of and coordinate all sug-
gested changes to chapter 9, including recommendations forJSC and
the new Guidelines, it would be extremely helpful if all recent changes
could be brought together in one document for consideration. The pur-
pose of this paper is to examine the rules in chapter 9 that have been
affected by JSC revisions or the new Guidelines and to suggest those
changes still needed to provide adequate bibliographical control.

Spncrrrc RECOMMENDATIoNS
9.0A ScopB

The definition and text describing MRDF had their foundation in the
state of the art of the 1960s and 1970s, when many punched cards were
still in use. Both data and program hles were first punched on cards,
then sorted, and finally "read" into the computer. Today, the use of
cards is almost nonexistent, and most of the machines associated with
cards are gone as well. Data and program statements are now read into
the computer electronically via telecommunication lines. Consequently,
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terminology associated with the definition of MRDF, such as punched
cards, aperture cards, and paper tape, no longer reflects current technology.
Thus the definition and accompanying text for machine-readable data
frle should be changed to be more in line with current technology.

On the other hand, data processing machines associated with com-
puters are still in existence, such as the optical character reader and the
Kurzwei l  text  scanner.  Both of  these machines are examples of
computer-related equipment that prepares information for "reading"
by the computer. In other words, information is not always read into the
computer as a matter of course. Certain preprocessing routines have to
be performed first. Thus, the use of the phrase machine-readable, as it ap-
p l i es  t o  such  p rep rocess ing  mach ines ,  rema ins  va l i d .  Howeve r ,
"machine-readable" should not be confused with other types of ma-
chines that are not associated with computers or basic data processing.
Any definition of MRDF should reflect the use of the term data processing
macnxne.

Datafileis a term that was chosen on the basis of its usage and its dictio-
nary definition as any "information in machine-readable form. " Infor-
mation in this context meant characters, numbers, symbols, or any com-
bination of same. Instructions to the computer (i.e., programs/software)
were also included in this defined body of information. Terms such as
automated data processing (ADP) and electronic data processing (EDP) included
program files as well as data hles. In the past, there was no reaction to the
fact that such terms indicated that data were equated exclusively with
numbers nor that they excluded programs. The reactions came about
when a new audience of users was introduced to microcomouters. Data
set name (DSN), for example, continues to represent both data files and
program files in most IBM mainframe systems.

With microcomputers a new terminology emerged, giving rise to sug-
gested changes in the current general material designator (GMD). A re-
definition of machine, for example, or a more narrow interpretation of
datarnay result in a new GMD or a modification of the existing one. No
such change has been adopted as yet, and none is recommended here.
What is recommended is a change in the definition of MRDF, a change
that would clarify the use of the term machine and include an associative
definition of computer. A modification of the definition and scope of
MRDF is recommended as follows:

A machine-readable data file is defined as a body of information encoded and
formatted in such a way that it requires the use of a data processing machine
or computer to be properly interpreted. A computer is a machine that re-
ceives, stores, manipulates, and communicates coded information. The com-
puter accepts as input two types of files: data files and program files. Thus the
term machine-readable data file embraces both the data stored in machine-
readable form and the programs used to process those data.

Currently, there are at least three types of digital computers (defined
for the most part by their size): the mainframe, the minicomputer, and
the microcomputer. All current developments in computers point to
ways that these computers can interact with each other, and thus a new
use of the microcomputer has come about. The microcomputer is being
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thought of in terms of a terminal that can communicate with the main-
frame. The terms up-loading and down-loading are indicative of these
trends. Such trends must be considered when defining the scope and en-
vironment of any computer system. In a very general sense, the scope of
MRDF should be broadened to include any and all basic computing
(i.e., access to programs and data files) regardless of the modz of access.
Computing can be local to an individual work station or remote via tele-
communications devices.

9.0B1.  Cnrer  souRCE oF TNFoRMATToN

The wordin g, internal user label, has been interpreted as an e quivalent
of an internal user header label, which is an optional standard for magnetic
tapes (ANSI 239.27-1978).' '  However, this option of a "user header la-
bel" has rarely, if ever, been used to create bibliographic information
that would resemble a title page for a book. In addition, it applies only to
magnetic tapes, and not to other formats such as hard or floppy disks,
cassettes, cartridges, etc., used with microcomputer hles.

There is also the problem of compatibility with labeled tapes. Differ-
cnt computers use different operating systems and labeling devices
which often are not compatible. Because of this possibility, many sys-
tems simply bypass labeled tapes. This practice, of course, defeats the
purpose of using the labels in the frrst place.

The concept of having the chief source of information as part of the frle
(cither data or program) itself should be preserved. However, the refer-
cnce to a user label or user header laDel should be dropped from the code. The
resulting change and recommendation here is similar to that recom-
mended in the Guifulines. Whereas the Guidelines describe programs
only, the recommendations here will include wording to describe both
program files and data files using the terrnfile to stand for both.

"I-he preferred source of bibliographic description is information recorded iz-
lernalfi,t on the file itself. Title information may be recorded internally as the
Ilrst item to be displayed, as part of the file's description, or as part of the
listing of the file's statements.

If adequate bibliographic information is not available internally or if the
cataloger does not have access to a microcomputer that can display the data,
use in this order ofpreference:
a) label on the storage medium itself, such as a disk, cassette, cartridge, tape,

e t c . ;
b) label on the container such as a folder or box (if there are several items in

the container, and only the label on the container has a collective title, use
it rather than the labels on the individual items);

Prcclsc.

In addit ion, the prescribed sources of information for MRDF as they

now cxist in chapter 9 must be modified to include commercially pro-
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duced microcomputer files. The only real change would be in the order
of the prescribed sources and the inclusion of external labels. The recom-
mendation here is to take the wording as set forth in the Guidelines:

The prescribed source(s) of information for each area of the description is set
out below. Enclose information taken from outside the prescribed sources in

PRESCRIBED SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Chief source of information

Chief source of information, labels on the carrier
and its container, accompanying documentation
issued by the producer or distributor of the file,
and other published descriptions

Publication, produc- Chief source of information, labels on the carrier
t ion, distr ibution, and i ts container, accompanying documentation
etc. issued by the producer or distributor of the file,

and other published descriptions
Any source
Chief source of information, Iabels on the carrier

and its container, accompanying documentation
issued by the producer or distributor of the file,
and other published descriptions

Note Any source
S t a n d a r d  n u m b e r  A n y  s o u r c e o

and terms of avail-
ability

9 .182 .

It is recommended that the wording of this rule remain as is with the
exception thatfile namebe added to the code. The term data set name \s tied
mostly to IBM mainframe machines, and although it stands both for
program files and data files, it is not used with microcomputer files. File
name is the term used for microcomputer files. One solution would be to
change the wording to includey'le name. It would read as follows:

Do not treat a locally assigned data set name or file ndme as a title proper,
unless the creator, etc., ofthe file has assigned a data set name or firl-e nime
that is also the tit le of the fi le. If desired, record a data set name or fi le name in
a note (see 9.7B4).

9 . 1 8 3 .

This rule would be changed only if the reference to internal user labelwas
changed for 9.081. If this were the case, then the wording for 9.1B3
would read:

If neither the internal information, the label, the container, nor the documen-
tation supplied by the creator, etc., of the file contains a title for the file, sup-
ply a brief descriptive title (see 1 . 187) and enclose it in square brackets.

9.1G Irpvs wrrHour A coLLECTTvE TrrLE

Unlike the other rules in chapter 9, the term itemin this rule has been
interpreted to mean the physical carrier rather than the file. FIowever,

square brackets.

AREA

Title and statement of
responsibility

Edition

File description
Series
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multiple files can be copied to a single carrier and be totally independent
of each other and of the carrier on which they are recorded. Even the
earlier commercially produced hles were not issued on a permanent or
titled carrier. The fact that data hles and program hles were recorded on
a single carrier did not mean that they must be related in some way. On
the contrary, each had its own documentation and was considered to be
an independent or separate work. Thus the presence of a carrier contain-
ing two or more works would not necessarily constitute a collection nor
be covered by this rule as written. If the current interpretation of the frle
serving as the "item in hand" prevails, then this rule dealing with
"items without a collective tit le" should be revised. The same would ap-
ply for other related rules such as 9.1G2 and 9.286.

9.2B. EoruoN sTATEMENT

Since program edition statements are normally phrased in terms of
uersions, releases, and leaels, there should be some examples of program
edition statements in the examples cited under 9.281. Examples of such
statements are:

Rev. ver.
Version 3,5M
Release 2.30

It is also recommended that abbreviations for the terms aersions and re-
lease (e .g., ver. , rel. ) be considered for inclusion into the authorized ab-
breviations in AACR2 (appendix B).

9.4D. NauE oF puBLrsHER, eRoDUCER, DrsrRrBUToR, ETC.

JSC approved the insertion of the wordproducer in the rule as follows:

9.4D. Record the name of publisher, producer, distributor, etc., and of any
agency responsible for the production or dissemination of a machine-
.Jud.bl. daia file (data archives, project groups, etc.) as instructed in 1.4D.'

It is further recommended here that the parenthetical remarks or ex-
planation be dropped (i.e., data archives, project groups, etc.). This de-
letion would give the rule a broader scope and make it apply more read-
ily to microcomputer frles. The examples should also be reexamined in
terms of microcomputer hles.

9.4F. Ders oF euBLICATIoN, pRoDUCTIoN, DISTRIBUTIoN, ETC.

Because most commercially produced microcomputer hles are copy-
righted, it is recommended here that some wording and/or ruling on the
transcription of copyright dates be added to this area. Often, the copy-
right date is the only date given in the sources of information.

9.5B.  ExTBNT oF FILE
(lucr-uorNc spECIFIC MATERIAL oestcNerroN)

Normally, this area in the descriptive record is reserved for descrip-
tion of the physical characteristics of the carrier plus other attributes of
thc items on the carrier such as sound, color, etc. Chapter 9 departed
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from this practice. The characteristics of the intellectual item (i.e., com-
puter files), rather than the carrier, are described in this area. A f,rle is
broken down into two types: a data file and a program hle, and because
the carrier is not described in terms of its physical dimensions, the "ex-
tent of f i le" is given in terms of logical records for a data fi le and in terms

9f plogram statements plus the programming language for a program
frle. The characteristics of the physical carrier (e. g. , 1200 ft. tape reel; or
the formatting characteristics (..g., 9 track, 625Ob.p.i., etc.) is given in
a note or as part of a separate record-keeping system since most would
vary from one computer facility to another.

In practice, however, the task of determining the "extent of file" in
terms of logical records, program statements, and programming lan-
guage has become increasingly difhcult. The determination of the extent
ofthe file is less ofa problem for logical records than for program state-
ments. Although the sources of information may not always give such
information in the required terminology (i.e., logical records), it is usu-
ally given in some variation, such as number of cases, number of respon-
dents, etc. Even with this problem of terminology, many users of Com-
puter f i les sti l l  think that such information is helpful in terms of
indicating the possible size or extent of a data hle.

The extent of frle for a program file, on the other hand, is rarely given
in terms of program statements in the sources of information. In the case
of microcomputers, the sources of information indicate the size of a file
(whether data or program) in terms of bytes. In addition, the program
statements for microcomputer program frles (when listed) are not num-
bered consecutively so that the total number of statements is not easily
determined

Determining the appropriate programming language(s) for a pro-
gram file presents other problems. With microcomputer programs, the
programming language may not be stipulated in the sources of informa-
tion; rather the language may be implied by the operating system or
even by the make and model of machine. Dialects of programming lan-
guages are even harder to determine, especially when two or more lan-
guages are present within a single program.

It is recommended here that the determination of the extent of file be
an optional consideration. It is further recommended that when given, it
should be given in terms of logical records and/or bytes (as appropriate)
for data files and in terms of program statements and/ or bytei (as appro-
priate) for program frles. It is also recommended that the designation of
programming language notbe given here but rather placed in the appro-
priate note outlining the required hardware and software for the hie be-
ing described.

With regard to the specific material designations prescribed by rule
9.58, object programhas been a source of much confusion. It is a term that
is rarely used in the sources of information. More frequently used terms
include machine codz, fully compiled program, or binarlt code. Most, if not all,
catalog records of MRDFs have used either datafile or programfile exclu-
sively, and the experience to date indicates that the two terms are suffic-
rent .
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For all reasons stated above, it is recommended here that "object pro-
gram" be dropped from the code and that the specific material designa-
tions be l imited to the two remaining terms. Subtypes of data fi les (e.g.,
hierarchical data fi les) or subtypes of program frles (e.g., object pro-
grams) could be described in another area such as the note area. This
method would represent a change from what was re-commended previ-
ously by the CC:DA and partially approved byJSC." Rule 9.581 would
be modified accordingly to read:

9.5B 1 . Record the number of files making up a machine-readable data frle by
giving the number of parts in arabic numerals and one or both of the follow-
ing terms as appropriate:

data file
program file

Before commercially produced microcomputer files with permanent
carriers came along, data and program files (even if copied on a single
carrier) were treated and cataloged separately, or they could be linked
through the use of the provision for accompanying material. Given this
approach, there was no problem in making a choice of the appropriate
specific material designation. However, with microcomputer files being
issued with collective titles and with the possibility of both adatafile and
a program hle being issued under a single title, the cataloger may have to
record both data and program hles simultaneously (e.g.,I datafrle,4
program frles). This means that the examples given in rule 9.5B1 have to
be changed to read:

1. date file
2 program files
1 data file, 6 program files

This_arrangement for microcomputer files is introduced in the Guide-
lines.' The remaining rules (9.5B2 through 9.5B5) and subsequent ex-
amoles would also have to be modified to reflect the recommendations
cited above. Rule 9.5B2 should be modified to read:

9.582. Optionally, add in parentheses to the designation for a data file the
number of logical records and/or bytes and for a program firle the number of
program statements and/or bYtes.

data fi le (1600 logical records, 6210 bytes)
program frle (2260 program statements)
data fir le (5640 bytes), 2 program fi les (8473, 6210 bytes)

IJnfortunately, computerized information is currently described in
more than one way, iniluding records, program statements, and bytes.
However, by making the extent of hle "optional, " it could be omitted

without further consideration when the information is not readily pro-

vided in the sources of information.
It should be pointed out here that the number of bytes designated in

this area wouldbe the exact number of bytes required per fi le. Such in-

formation is given internally in the "directory" or "catalog l isting" of

hard or {l"ppy disks. It may also be given in the accom-panying docu-

mentation. Fiowever, this item of information is a different measure
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from the number of bytes required for RAM or programmable memory.
Programmable memory is usually given in an abbreviated form (..g. , K
for kilobytes, M for megabytes, etc.). One K equals 1,024 bytes or ihar-

be given in the numerical designations. This practice would coincide
with the way that bytes are given numerically. For rule 9.5B3, parts not
numbering more than three parts (or frles) should be given in sets. If they
cannot be described in this manner, then omit the information and, if
appropriate, explain in a note (9.5B5). Rule 9.5B3 would be modifred to
read:

9. 5B3 . OptionaQt, add to the designation for a multipart work not numbering
more than three, the number of logical records and/or bytes for each file or
the number of sets of files per work.

2 data files (1500, 2500 logical records)
3 program files (5500 bytes each)
1 data fi le, 3 program fi les (7260, 3490, 5076 bytes)

The following modification of rule 9.5B5 is recommended, and it is
suggested also that the rule be renumbered and introduced before rule
9 . 5 8 4 .

9.585. If the number of logical records and/or bytes in a large file is un-
known, optionalfu give the approximate number of records or by1es, or if this
cannot be done, omit such information and give a note (see 9.7810).

13 program files (ca. 1200 bytes each)

51 data fi les.
Note Each frle represents one state plus D.C.

If "object program" is dropped from rule 9.581, then the associative
rule 9.5B4 would no longer be needed. Even though this rule has been
applied to earlier catalog records for microcomputer files, more recent

SuccBsreo Aoorrroxs ro Rur-B 9.58

The Guidelines allow optional additions to describe the physical carrier
and the associative characteristics. The "item in hand" continues to be
the appropriate computer file, but the physical carrier of the file can be
described if desired. This option might very well be incorporated into
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the code in some such rules as the following.

9.586. Optionally, use Arabic numerals and one of the following terms to re-
cord the physical medium on or in which the firle is recorded:

1 data file (200 logical records) on 1 computer disk
2 program frles in 1 computer cartridge
1 data file, 2 program frles (3460, 5283 bytes) in 1 computer cassette

If none of the terms listed above is appropriate for designating the physical
medium on or in which the file is recorded, use the most appropriate specific
term, qualified if practicable by the word "computer. "
For computer cartridges, if the information is readily available, indicate the
kind of physical medium the cartridge contains by qualifying the word ''car-

tr idge. "
2 program files (4319, 5408 bytes) in 1 computer tape cartridge
1 program file in 1 computer chip cartridge
2 data files (1500, 3500 logical records), 5 program files (ca. 2400 bytes

each) in 1 computer disk cartridge

9.587. If the file is encoded to produce sound, or to display in two or more
colors, indicate this by adding the term "sd. " or "col. " or "b&w" following
the designation of the files and the media on which they are recorded. Precede
the designatibn of sound, color, or black and white with a colon preceded and
followed by a space. If the file is encoded for both sound and color, use "sd.,
col. ". Specify in the system requirements note anything needed to permit the
display of color or the production of sound (..g., color card, color monitor),
provided this requirement is given in the prescribed sources of information.

3 program files on 1 computer disk : co-.
2 data frles (2500 logical records each), 5 program frles in 1 computer

disk cartr idge : sd., col.
2 program f les (4672,8003 bytes) in I  computer cassette
6 program f i les in 1 computer chip cartr idge : col.  ;31/z in.

If the decision is made to re cord information pertaining to the physical
carr ier and other associat ive characterist ics in a note, then rule 9.5C1
should be changed to include the appropriate details, and the referenced
note should be changed in terms of its order within the note section of the
rules. I t  is recommended here that the "system requirements" note as

outlined in the Guidelines be the first note and the details for the descrip-
tion of the physical carrier be the second note.8 The latter note would be
introduced by "orr" or " in" as appropriate:

On: I computer disk : double sided, double density ; 5 1/+ in.
In: 1 computer chip cartridge '. col. ; 31/z in.'

9.5D. AccoMPANYTNG MATERTAL

This rule is not easily applied to commercially produced microcom-
puter files on/in a permanent carrier. Relationships between or among
hles are often not clear nor well documented. For earlier MRDFs, pro-

grams and data hles were rarely if ever mixed. For example, a work

could be made up of several parts (e.g. ,3 data hles or 3 program f i les),

but only rarely as mixed parts (e.g., 1 data f i le and 3 program f i les). As

mentioned earlier, program files and data files on the same carrier were

usually cataloged separately, or, if not, they would be linked by the use

of this rule for accompanying material or cited in a note.
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However, with microcomputer f,rles the distinction between a data file
and a program frle may be purely arbitrary. What would normally be
considered data within a program in a mainframe environment may be
separated out as a file in a microcomputer environment because of lim-
ited space in memory. Even though such a distinction is made in terms of
file structure, in a logical sense (and thus a cataloging sense) they are
considered to be one work.

Nonetheless, there are microcomputer packages that include supple-
mentary frles, and such files could be considered as accompanying mate-
rial or they could be described in a note. Examples would include test
hles, documentation files, utility frles-all are supplementary in their re-
lationship to the main files. Such files may be issued on separate disks, or
they may be part of a single disk. If they are recorded on a single disk,
then rule 9.5D1 should be changed to something similar to that recom-
mended in the Guidelmes :

9.5D1. If a multipart file consists of both data file(s) and program file(s), and
it is clear from internally encoded information, from labels, or from accom-
panying documentation that one component is subordinate to the other, re-
cord the number of subordinate files is accompanying material . Optionalty,
add to the designation the number of logical records or bytes in such accom-
panying program or data files.

2 data files (253,1200 logical records) in I computer cassette + 1 pro-
gram file (5573 bytes)
If the file(s) are described in the sources of information as having a unique

role, then this role should be incorporated into the designation.
1 program file (6786 bytes) on 1 computer disk ; 51/+ in. + 1 sample data

fi le.

9 .5D2 .
The example would need to be changed provided all the previous rec-

ommendations are carried out.

1 program fi le (4509 bytes) + 1 manual (100 p. ; 25 cm.)

9.5D3
The wording of this rule should be changed to reflect a broader inter-

pretat ion of documentation, as opposed to only one type ( i .e.,  code-
book). The change might read:

9. 5D3 . If a file is accompanied by both a hard copy and a machine-readable
copy of the documentation, give details of both.

1 program f i le(3982 bytes) + I manual (24 p. ;25 cm.) + 1 machine-
readable manual (990 logical records)

9.78 Nores

The Guidelizl-r recommends the so-called system requirements note
that would be used to capture all the requirements necessary for compat-
ibil i ty and use." Items that could be included in such a note are make
and model  of  computer .  memory s ize.  operat ing system, per ipherals ,
hardware (internal) modifications, software required, and auxiliary
equlpment.
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Because the determination of machine compatibility is so important
in the selection process, and because it is not feasible to place all required
information in the file/physical description area, itis recommended here
that the system requirements note be the first note and that the order of
the remaining notes be changed. There are three possible options: (1)
that a new system requirements note be created and become the first
note; (2) that the existing first note-the nature and scope note-be
dropped and replaced with the system requirements note; and (3) that
the existing 9.7810 note (f,rle description and physical description) be
modifred to become the system requirements note. It is recommended
here that system requirements become a new note and be placed as the
first note in the order of notes. It is further recommended that the exist-
ing 9.7810 note be modified and moved to the position of the second
note. The latter note could then be used to describe the physical carrier
of the files instead of recording the physical carrier in the frlelphysical
area as per the Guidzlines. Combining the rules in chapter 9 with the
Guidelines for the file/physical description area, the cataloger has no less
than seven decisions to make regarding information that may be re-
corded in this area. By placing the description of the carrier and other
related details in a note, the file description area becomes less cumber-
some and less technical. As a note such information is easier to control,
more information can be included, and the information can be captured
just as it is given in the sources of information. It would also bring to-
gether all related information on the physical carrier rather than scatter-
ing some of it in the frle/physical description area and some in the note
area (e.g., an independent note for "disk characteristics" as per the
Guidelines). Examples of the recommended notes are as follows:

System requirements: Apple Il; 32K; DOS 3.2; 2 disk drives
(double density), micro music DAC board, speaker or earphones,
video monitor or TV with RF modulator.

On: 1 computer floppy disk : col. ; double sided, double density,
soft sectored ; 5r/+ in. + 1 backup disk.

9.781. NerunB AND scoPE.

This note has not been clearly interpreted for MRDF, and it is usually
bypassed altogether. Although relevant for other media, it is recom-
mended here that it be deleted from chapter 9 and that the summary and
contents notes be used for describing the nature and content of a com-
puter frle.

9.782.  LaNcuace,  orc.

For most chapters in AACR2, this note refers to the written and spo-
ken languages. It would include those languages with special characters
or diacritical marks. Since many printed texts have been converted to a
machine-readable text, this is a legitimate note for computer files. How-
ever, the inclusion (as one of the examples) of a standard for machine
language, "ASCII characters, " has only confused catalogers. Combin-
ing machine languages with written languages might be equated with
mixing apples and oranges. It would be clearer if the two examples were
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separated and if the machine code requirements were placed with thc
note dealing with hardware and software, respectively. It is recom-
mended here that the first example in this note area be deleted.

9.783.  Sounce oF TrrLE PRoPER.

The word "data" should be deleted from the text of this rule. Exam-
ples should be reexamined in terms of microcomputer fi les such as:

Title from disk label.

9.78+. VenrerroNs rN TrrLE.

The option (as described in the second sentence of this rule) has bccn
deleted is petihe recentJSC decision." Th. second example was also
deleted.

9.7B8.  Pnocn.q,v.

This note needs to be deleted. Program versions and levels are legiti-
mate "edition statements" and should be included as examples in rulc
9 .2B_1. There is no real need for a separate note just for programs, as all
notes should refer to program f,rles and data files equally.

9.7B10. Frrr onscnrprro\r
AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION.

This note should become the second note and immediately follow the
system requirements note. The wording of the text plus the examples
should be changed to reflect microcomputer hles and their carriers. Rel:
erence to program statements should be combined with bytes i{ 'earlier
recommendations are carried out.

9.7 811. AccorrrpeNyrNc MATERTAL.

The term codebook in the second sentence of this rule should be re-
placed with documentation. The same would be true for the second exam-
ple.

9.7814.  Auorpucn'  AND RESTRrcrroNS oN ACCESS.

Delete terrn data from this rule. Provide examples relevant to micro-
computer files such as:

Intended audience: Ages 3 to 5.

9 .7815 .  MooB oF  usE .

This note has been interpreted as "mode of access" rather than
' 'mode of use. ' '  It is recommended that this note be changed to ' 'mode

of access" with the wording changed to read:

If the {ile can only be accessed in a particular mode (e. g., batch, on-line, etc. ),
indicate this fact.

9 .7818  CoNrsNrs .

Change wording to reflect recommended option of adding number o1'
bytes as well as the number of logical records or program statements.
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Cor.{cLusroN
It would have been better to have had the luxury of more time before

considering such dramatic changes to the existing rules. Howeve r, given
the changing technology and the importance of microcomputers, such
changes must be made and made quickly. Michael Gorman has asked
that ALA and others prepare a statement forJSC on the cataloging of
microcomputer software and that some specihc rule revisions be in-
cluded. " It is hoped that this document may serve as background mate-
rial and a start towards a draft statement. Any and all comments are wel-
come.

3 .
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Subiecl Access
fo Microcompuler Softwore

Joon S. Mifchell

Although there has been a grmt deal oJ discussion in the literature oJ the problems oJ
cataloging microcomputer soJtware, the focus has been almost exclusiael2 on de-
scriptiue cataloging InJanuaryt 1984, the ALA/CCS Subject Analtsis Commit-
tee appointed a subcommittee to study subject access to microcomputer soJtutare.
This subcommittee has notu identfied a preliminarlt set of objectiues. This article
discusses these objectiues and reports on the problems of subject access to microcom-
puter software and on the work of the subcommittee to date

D
I Bnnaps rHE cREATEST eRoBLEM catalogers face in dealing with sub-
ject analysis and classifrcation of microcomputer software is the lack of
guidelines and examples to follow. Several works have been published
recently that discuss the cataloging of microcomputer software, but the
main emphasis has been on descriptive cataloging and little attention has
been given to the problems of assigning subject headings and classifica-
tion. Sue Dodd's Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files does not treat
subject analysis or classification of microcomputer softwarc.' Guidelines

for Processing and Cataloging Computer Software for Schools and Area Education
Agencies contains cataloging examples but does not discuss subject head-
ings or classification in detail.'Nancy Olson's Manual of AACR2 Examples
for Microcomputer Software and Video Games briefly mentions subject analy-
sis and classification by pointing out a few existing useful headings and
urging the us"e of Library of Congress (LC) or Dewey decimal classihca-
tion (DDC).'Naturally, the new guidelines on descriptive cataloging
contain no advice on subject analysis, although the excellent glossary
may be of assistance to subject catalogers..

In addition to the lack of guidelines or examples in the literature is the
absence of a national model for subject access to microcomputer soft-
ware. LC is not presently collecting or cataloging this material. The LC
Cataloging-in-Publication Division (CIP) is planning a pilot project to
catalog one thousand microcomputer software titles, but it is not slated
to start until sometime in 1985." Althoush the new MARC format for
machine-readable data files (MRDF) has-been approved, it has been im-

Joan S. Mitchell, Superwisor, Library Network Support, AT & T Bell Laboratories,
Holmdel, NewJersey, is chair of the ALA/CCS Subject Analysis Committee ad hoc
Subcommittee on Subject Access to Microcomputer Software
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plemented by OCLC only since October l, l9B+, and is not yet imple-
mented by all of the other utilities.

The need for guidelines on subject access to microcomputer software
to complement the new guidelines on descriptive cataloging prompted
the ALAiCCS Subject Analysis Committee (SAC) to appoint the ad hoc
Subcommittee on Subject Access to Microcomputer Software at the
1984 Midwinter Meeting. The subcommittee has been asked to propose
guidelines on subject analysis and classification of microcomputer soft-
ware. This article discusses some of the problems confronting the sub-
committee and reports on its work to date.

To gain an understanding of what people think subject analysis
should encompass and to learn from the experiences of those libraries
already cataloging and classifying this type of material, the subcommit-
tee held an open hearing at the 1984 ALA Annual Conference in Dallas.
Sheila Intner of Columbia University School of Library Service was in-
vited to address the group with a brief talk on the problems of providing
subject access to microcomputer software. She began her talk by stating
that the problems of subject analysis for microcomputer software are re-
ally no different from other kinds of materials, even books, but especially
other  nonbook mater ia ls .o

Intner outlined the practical and intellectual problems surrounding
the provision of subject access to microcomputer software. She sees six
practical problems:

1. Unavailability of hardware to inspect the software during catalog-
rng.

2. Absence of documentation for software, requiring of the cataloger
some familiarity with the reference works for microcomputer soft-
ware.

3. Unfamiliar terms.
4. Difficulties of dealing with a rapidly changing field.
5. General lack of hands-on experience with microcomputers in the

library profession.
6. Lack of well-established policies for the subject analysis of all mate-

rials in some libraries.
In addition to the practical problems, Intner sees the following intellec-
tual problems surrounding the cataloging of microcomputer software:

1. Is a subject heading preferable to a form heading?
2. Is a subject heading preferable to a genre heading?
3. Is it preferable to deal with new terminology by (o) using estab-

lished subject-headings with many see references or (D) by establish-
ing subjeci headings ising the ne* te.minology wiih choices care-
fully documented?

4. How should the cataloger deal with hardware information, e.g.,
how to distinguish between data appropriate for a 600 field and
that appropriate for a 700 held?

5. Should classification distribute microcomputer software among
other types of material on the same subject or group it by format?

In discussing the intellectual problem of classification, Intner urged dis-
tributing the mate rial where it would logically fall if it were a book. She
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summed up her approach by saying "mainstream at all costs. "
From the experiences of those already dealing with microcomputer

software collections, subcommittee members learned that some use ac-
cession numbers, while others apply LC classification or DDC to micro-
computer software. Most provide subject access through a heading for
the topic of the software, subdivided by Computer programs. Several
libraries also reported adding subject headings for the model of micro-
computer on which the software runs.

In answer to the more important question of the kinds of access users
need, librarians consider several desirable: title, author, producer, pro-
gramming language, operating system, model or family of microcom-
puters, and topic. It is clearly the responsibility of the catalog to provide
all these access points. The problem for the subcommittee, however, is
to differentiate those provided by the descriptive cataloging from those
to be supplied by means of subject analysis and classification.

Having considered these points, the subcommittee has now identifred
the following objectives to guide its recommendations:

1. The entire record (descriptive cataloging, subject cataloging, and
classification) should provide the access needed by the user.

2. Sound practices of subject analysis and classification should be fol-
lowed to avoid unwieldy files or useless shelf arrangements caused
by grouping materials together by form alone.

3. One must ensure that adequate subject headings and linkages exist
in Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and that LC classifr-
cation and DDC have adequate provisions for the subjects covered
by microcomputer software.

To accomplish the first objective, the subcommittee began by study-
ing Guidelines for Using AACR2 Chapter 9for Cataloging Microcomputer Soft-
uare to ascertain the access provided by descriptive cataloging. Looking
back at the list of desirable access points, one finds that provision has
been made in the descriptive cataloging for nearly everything except the
topic of the software. For instance, the rule governing the system re-
quirements note (Rule 9.7B15) instructs the cataloger to identify the
make and model on which the software runs, the amount of memory re-
quired, the operating system, the software requirements, and the kind
and characteristics of any peripherals that are needed or recommended if
the information is available with the software.' Nearly all of the items on
this list have been suggested as candidates for subject heading access, but
it is not clear that subject access is necessary in each case. As online cata-
logs become more widespread in libraries, and as most online catalogs
reach the level of sophistication already found in some, note fields will be
easily searched as an access point. Furthermore, the new 753 field re-
cently approved by the ALA joint committee on Representation in
Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic Information (MARBI) as
part of the MRDF format has subfields for the make of computer, pro-
gramming language, and operating system.'Thereis interest at least on
the part of RLIN in making this field searchable.' If this information
already exists in the record, does it make sense to assign subject headings
routinely for the computer model, programming language, and operat-
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ing system associated with every piece of microcomputer software one
catalogs?

With regard to the second objective, the subcommittee is of the opin-
ion that the subject content of microcomputer software should be viewed
no differently from that of other materials. The criteria for assigning
subject headings and classification to microcomputer software should be
the same as those for the subject analysis of other works in the collection.
A form subdivision may be added to indicate the medium of microcom-
puter software, but the main heading should indicate the subject of the
material. Likewise, a standard subdivision (in the case of DDC) may be
added to the class number to indicate the form, but the main class num-
ber should be determined from the content of the software rather than
from the fact that it is software.

There are three questions to ask about subject headings for microcom-
puter software in conjunction with the second objective:

1. What should be the main heading?
2. What form subdivision should be applied to microcomputer soft-

ware?
3. How should the machine or operating system be incorporated into

the subject analysis?
In determining the main heading, it is helpful to refer back to Intner's

hrst two intellectual problems. The main heading should be the topic of
the microcomputer software and not the form the software takes (i.e.,
not Computer programs). Likewise, the main heading should reflect
what the ioftwaie is about rather than what it is. For instance, the soft-
ware for VisiCalc should receive the main heading Electronic spread-
sheets. The software to teach one how to use VisiCalc should have the
main heading VisiCalc (Computer program).

The only heading presently in LCSH that is appropriate as a form
subdivision for microcomputer software is the free-floating subdivision
Computer programs, Applying this subdivision to microcomputer soft-
ware blurs the distinction between books containing listings of programs
and the software itself. As an alternative, Hennepin County Library has
adopted Computer software as the form subdivision for the actual soft-
ware.'u When Computer is included in the primary heading, Software
alone is used as the subdivision.'' The subcommittee is considering a for-
mal recommendation to adopt the Hennepin County form subdivision.

The subcommittee also is considering a model for subject entry that
will be consistent with standard subject heading practice yet provide
some access to the machine or operating system used by the microcom-
puter software. The model under consideration is of the following form:

Topic-Form subdivision-Computer model or Operating system.

If the software were labeled as suitable for three or more machines, a
shorter heading would suffice, i.e.,

Topic-Form subdivision.

Let's look at a fictitious piece of software as an example. Suppose we
have a disk entitled Aduenturon, an Adaenture Game for the IBM PC. Accord-
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ing to the suggested model, the heading for this piece of software would
be Adventure games-Computer software-IBM Personal Com-
puter. A heading would not be created for Adventuron, since this is
what the item is, rather than what it is about. A separate subject entry
would not be made for the IBM Personal Computer because this also is
not what the software is about. The application of such a heading indis-
criminately would probably create a file too large to be of any use in the
card catalog, and possibly too ambiguous to be of use in the online cata-
log. For the same reason, a separate entry would not be made under
Computer software. A subject entry would not be made under the pro-
gramming language in which the software is written just as one would
not routinely make an entry under the language in which a book is writ-
ten.

Classification of microcomputer software should not be approached
any differently from the classification of other materials. To choose an
accession number arrangement instead of LC classification or DDC
may not seem wrong when the collection is small. As the collection
grows, however, ignoring the shelf arrangement reduces overall access
to the material. Within LC classification or DDC, it is important to clas-
sify the software according to topic or subject in the same manner as it
would be classed if it were printed material. Classifying solely on the ba-
sis of form would require the user to browse through large sections of
dissimilar subjects shelved together simply on the basis that they were all
microcomputer software.

The third objective of the committee is to ensure that the headings and
syndetic structure found in LCSH are adequate for the subject analysis
of microcomputer software. One of the challenges to be faced, as Intner
noted, is that of integrating new terminology into subject access. Will
LCSH provide the new headings needed for microcomputer software in
a timely manner? Will LCSH provide adequate see and see also references
to guide users from synonymous terms and through the hierarchical
structure of LCSH?

There are two new developments in the LC Subject Cataloging Divi-
sion that may have some impact on the answers to these two questions.
The first is that LC has begun to issue the L.C. Subject Headings Weekl2
Lists, the working subject heading guide used in the LC Subject Catalog-
ing Division." Since rhe Wukly Lists do not suffer from the publication
lags of the printed or microfiche LCSH and Supplements, it is possible to
see very recent headings applied by the Library of Congress together
with their syndetic structure. Given the prospects of the CIP software
cataloging project and the fact that the literature seems to mirror the top-
ics produced as software, the Weekly Lesrs should certainly help keep cata-
logers aware of recent LC decisions on new terminology.

The second development is the recent formulation by LC of a policy
on see also references.' '  This policy, begun in October 1984, clearly de-
fines the hierarchical structure of LC SH . The new policy on see also refer-
ences prohibits unlinked (orphan) headings in most instances. One of
the subcommittee members, Pat Luthin, has done a preliminary study
of LCSH terms and the l inkages among terms in computer science.
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Luthin has identif ied many unlinked terms ("orphanq" in LC parlancc)
that can be a serious block to access for catalog users. " For example , LC
often omits see also references from the heading Computer programs to
each specific instance of a program. The new LC see also policy should
improve the situation by providing a link from Computer programs to
each specifrc program. lJnfortunately, no retrospective evaluation o1'the
existing reference structure in LCSH is planned.

In the area of classification, the complete revision of the Dewey com-
puter science schedule (004-0-06) should prove very helpful to classifiers
of microcomputer software.'" For microcomputer software of general
applicability, there is provision in the computer science area for arrange-
ment by type of computer, programming language, computer model, or
specific program. A standard subdivision for computer software has
been included, so that classihers may class software with the appropriate
subject and add the form subdivision to indicate that it is software. The
new Dewey schedule should be available in 1985.

The ALA/CCS/SAC ad hoc Subcommittee on Subject Access to Mi-
crocomputer Software hopes to issue guidelines on subject headings and
classihcation for microcomputer software before the 1985 ALA Annual
Conference. In the meantirne, those faced with cataloging collections of
software would be well advised not to make special allowances in subject
headings or classification just because of the form of this material. If one
takes into account the access provided in the entire record, and one fol-
lows Intner's advice to "mainstream at all costs," then the resulting
subject analysis and classif,rcation should be compatible with the guide-
lines when they are issued.
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Microcompufer Use
in Collecfion Development

Erwin K. Welsch
with Noncy L. Crossfield ond Kenneth L. Frozier

The article dzscribes dilferent applications of microcomputers Jor acquisitions and
collection deuelopment in three of the uniaersity libraries at the (Jniaersitlt oJ Wis-
consin-Madison. It emphasizes differences in hardware and soJtwarefor similar
tasks, describes utilization problems, and concludes uith generalizations about
strategies for ffictiue microcomputer use in collection deuelopment, especially the
importance oJ indiaidual training.

D,r*r^" THE eAST yEan, three librarians at the University of'Wiscon-
sin-Madison have used microcomputers for collection development and
acquisitions. The activities in which they were engaged, such as manag-
ing order files and producing acquisitions lists, seemed suitable for mi-
crocomputer application, and they wished to test several assumptions
about microcomputer use. The most important was to evaluate the de-
gree to which microcomputers would make it easier, as several sources
h.rre srrgg.sted, to eliminate time-consuming technical chores and en-
able them "to concentrate on the content of the collection. due to the
time saving s and, control of informafion ' " Another was to hnd out whether
it would be possible to uiili;e readily available and comparatively inex-
pensive packaged programs with different microcomputers to generate
new products that were acceptable within the library system and usable
by the public. A third was to determine levels of staff acceptance and the
best method for teaching microcomputer use. The librariins responsible
for the projects believed in microcomputers but had little or no computer
experience. Without released time, they learned the computer pro-
grams, taught staff to use them, and incorporated the new operations
into daily routines. They were employed in libraries of varying sizes and
budgets and with different missions: a central university library, a pro-
fessional library, and a specialized science library. The following de-
scribes their experiences and concludes with observations derived from
them that are generally applicable to the use of microcomputers.

Erwin K. Welsch, Social Studies Librarian, and Kenneth L. Frazier, Assistant Direc-
tor, Steenbock Library, are members of the staff of the University of Wisconsin-Madi-
son, General Library System. Nancy L. Crossfield, formerly Geology and Geophysics
Librarian there, is at present Medical Librarian, St. Agnes Medical Center, Fresno,
California.
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MEMoRIAL LIBRARY

The Memorial Library has used an Apple IIe with 12BK of internal
memory, an Epson RX-80 printer, and a Hayes Smartmodem 1200, as
a communications link with OCLC, to assist in collection development
in the freld of Scandinavian literature and for an exchange program with
libraries in the German Democratic Republic. The library has a distin-
guished collection of contemporary Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish
literature and an active current acquisitions program that includes the
use of approval plans. During a period of reduced funding in the 1970s,
many books were not acquired. In rebuilding the collection, the best
method was found to be the preparation of lists of holdings of important
authors, which were then used for both retrospective and current acqui-
sit ions. A typed list of the Danish collection had been prepared in 1982
and was used effectively during an acquisitions trip to Denmark.' Be-
cause literary works are frequently reprinted, a list also facilitated read-
ing of the current national bibliography. But updating the typed list was
impractical, and since titles were constantly being added, it quickly be-
came unwieldy. Using Applewriter software to prepare similar lists of
Norwegian and Swedish literary holdings was the solution that turned a
difficult task into an easy one. A student copies the appropriate shelflist
sections, adds other tit les by checking the card catalog, and enters the
information. The program and printer have the flexibility to print cor-
rectly in the three languages, a characteristic not shared by all word-
processing or data-management programs, and to update as needed.

Applewriter has several features that save time when entering data.
For example, Library of Congress call numbers for literary authors re-
peat all but the f,rnal Cutter number for each book. With the program's
"frnd and replace" function, the typist substitutes an abstract symbol
for the call number and with a few commands the computer makes the
substitution, thereby avoiding repetit ious typing and errors. It is possi-
ble to use this same routine, linked through a short program to the built-
in word-processing language, to save typing of any other frequently re-
peated text. When instructed, the computer will automatically fill in the
correct form and text for a number of authors at the same time. The li-
brary uses this feature to avoid repetitious typing of lengthy publishers'
names, e.g., just typing AX75 and using the "find" routine wil l cause
printing of Almqvist och Wiksell, 7975.

The program has relatively few problems and can be easily learned.
The most effective method of teaching the program was to have one per-
son take the time to learn it and the printing techniques thoroughly and
teach others individually. It was found that such a person could have a
student entering data in less than an hour, and it was then possible to
introduce more complicated techniques gradually as they were needed.
Having someone for troubleshooting was also important.

The library has tried, with mixed success, to use the Quickfile data-
management program for preparing order slips, maintaining the files,
and issuing acquisitions lists for Scandinavian literature and for ex-
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d to handle relatively small, uniform
rd is therefore somewhat unsuited for
ls the entire f,rle into memorv. it has
nipulate data, including range and
Jly, but the disadvantage is that file
ze of the computer's random access

memory (RAM). With the length of form needed for Scandinavian
books, the Apple's 12BK could adcommodate only two hundred entries.
Since printer control characters differ for each linguage, that division
was a natural solution. once the text has been entered, it is easy to print
order forms jn any format, do claims, or issue lists of recently acquired
tit les. The-claiming feature is particularly important in managing the
Spproval plan since it enables the library to enier books that thJde;ler,
by marking the national bibliography, has indicated would be sent and
to check arrivals later. But the program only works because the files are
small, and even then it has been difficult to include in the regular work
routine because in4dequate storage is a continuing problem.

.Jh.9.sam9 program has been used for managing in exchange program
with libraries in Europe. The library uses Quic[file to gene;af" oid..t
for books requested on exchange and claims-fot notrrrrii'als and also to
prepare lists of books to be offered on exchange. These lists, which had
previously been typed, can now be rearrangedby subject and can be eas-
ily purged as books are used.

The Hayes Smartmodem 1200 and the Data Capture IIe program for
access to OCLC have been the least successful components and i contin-
rr ing frustration to their users, particularly when compared with the ded-
icated terminals elsewhere in the building. Even though the equipment
is from a reputable manufacturer, it is cumbersome-requiring eight
easily forgotten steps to access OCLC-and has problems even aiter ih.
connection is made. It is impossible to erase a search key, so a typing
crror means starting the process over; the information scrolls by and
cannot be temporarily halted for reading; the character transmission is
overly sensitive, resulting in frequent "message not clear" responses;
and-there are problems related to writing overflow data from the capture
buffer onto the disk. Loss of the staff member who set up the system, and
might have treen able to solve these problems, was a demonstration of
the need to have such skills readily available.''

GEor,ocY-Gnoprrysrcs LIBRARY

For the past year the library has been using an Apple III, with 1 2BK of
internal memory, together with PFS (File and Report) software for mis-
cellaneous library-related jobs, such as maintaining online searching ac-
counts and student payrolls, and as a word processor for thesis lists and
patron-requested bibliographies, but its major use has been in acquisi-
t ions and collection maintenance.'The system prints orders, assists in
producing budget  repor ts ,  helps moni tor  co l lect ion development
through checking on titles by LC classification numbers, and provides
thc data for a monthly acquisit ions l ist. In addition, it is used for budget
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control for a serials collection of six hundred titles, including cost esti-
mates, current expenditures, and holding l ists.

Experience hal demonstrated the importance of meticulous care in

designing a system. For example, the order slip format must be carefully
done to include all the data elements that will be needed in the proper

compensates for the time lost. It is possible to total data in the "price"
partbf the entry for monthly expense reports, combine data from several
iolumns to produce average book or serial costs, generate claims lists,

files must be broken down into segments. It is sometimes necessary to
search more than one disk to find a specific record or produce a report'
Since searching can be slow, this can become an important problem as
files increase. Although the system provides the data for producing the
monthly acquisitions list, it is not possible to reformat the output with
PFS so that it can be used directly in a list. The data must still be retyped
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for distribution, although the file may be printed to disk and a word
processing program used to reformat and print it.

STEENBocK MEMoRIAL LIBRARY

rospect, and with continuing advances in microcomputer technology
that render any system quickly obsolete, it may be true that this analyii
cal process is more important and beneficial to a library than the system
itself.

and financial reports to be used for collection management. Knowledge-
Man, a fully integrated management system, met these requirements
and had an impressive number of additional features, such as unlimited
files open in memory and number of indexes per file, screen forms for
both record creation and modification, and an internal programming
language similar to Pascal which allows high-level database commands
to be mixed with standard programming statements."

The acquisitions file consists of three parts: a central order hle con-
taining standard bibliographic data; a requestor's f,rle with addresses;
and a publishers' address hle. Screen forms for each file were created to
lacilitate data entry and update. As requests are received, a staff mem-
ber checks for duplication (by author, title, or title code) and adds new
entries which the acquisitions librarian reviews each day. Monthly, the
program is.used to generate a list of books to be considered in the selec-
tion committee meeting. Citations for nonselected books are purged,
and the others are ordered on standard forms. As items are received, the
file is updated and, subsequently, a monthly acquisitions list is created
and distributed. Periodically, a claims routine is used to search and file
and produce slips for books not yet received.

The acquisitions system is currently meeting the library's goals and is
providing management information not readily available previously,
but it is not without problems and limitations. Checking for books not
yet rcceived is slower than in a manual file; numerous printing problems
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have had to be solved, a new printer eventually had to be purchased; and
ongoing support for the system will need to be adjusted in the future. But
it is now clear that the library will achieve its objective of automating its
acquisitions with a concomitant improvement in its services.

CoNcr.usroNs

One of the attractions of microcomputer technology is its steadily de-
creasing cost. For comparatively little-none of the systems described
above cost more than $5,000 and most considerably less-a library can
now acquire a flexible system able to manage various collection-
development activities. But libraries must be certain that their systems
have adequate memory storage. ' 'How much disk space do you need?' '

Small Computers in Libraries once asked, and gave its own correct answer:
"More than you think. Library tasks are probakrly -the most notorious
space-grabbers of any microcomputer application. "o A library needs to
make a commitment to purchase adequate storage-and a hard disk
with tape backup can cost more than the microcomputer itself*if it is to
be used in regular library operations and not merely for training or stu-
dent use. Inadequate computer memory is inefficient and leads to a
trade-off with staff time to manage files. Those systems at Wisconsin
that had sufficient memory resulted in superior products at a consider-
able savings. Conversely, experience showed that any system that forces
the user to accornmodate to it, rather than accommodating to the user,
must be regarded as unacceptable.

Training staff members in computer use is a frequently debated topic.
One view has been that it is "no longer necessary to know how to pro-
gram, only to follow instructions and spend a little time practicing,"
while a contrasting, perhaps more realistic, attitude is that "clerks and
librarians, hard-pressed for time and energy, in an institutional setting,
with anxiety levels probably higher than when relaxing at home, are not
going to pick up the skil ls in ten minutes. "' Wisconsin's experience has
been that individualized training specifrcally targeted to a job routine,
which enables a staff member to see relationships immediately, is an ef-
fective technique that overcomes fears and leads quickly to staff compe-
tence. This method of having a few individuals responsible for instruc-
tion has also been adopted in other libraries'and was found to be more
efficient than classes. It is more important to have one staff member
thoroughly trained in a program or a computer than to have several who
know a little, for that person can in turn quickly teach other staff and
trouble-shoot, a frequently needed and often undervalued skill. Since
"with most microcomputer systems the work of selection, design and
implementation" must be done by local staff with little consultative
help,"'the development of local staff competencies must be encouraged.
Perhaps because of the personal system used, staff resistance or unwill-
ingness to use the computer has rarely been a problem. In fact, fre-
quently clerical staff learn programs very quickly and meaningfully con-
t r ibute to thei r  successfu l  appl icat ion.  Desi re to do noth ing but
computer work once it is mastered has been more of a problem than sta{T
fear.
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The rush to use microcomputers in library operations is on, "often, "
as one writer said of corporate applications, "with more enthusiasm
than planni.rg."" As we have seen, almost any good commercial pro-
grarn and computer can be used in a variety of collection development
activities, but only those systems that have been carefully designed and
satisfactorily take into account the microcomputer's limitations, as well
as its ability to meet specific goals, will be successful.
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The Rise ond Foll ond Rise
of Cooperotive Proiects

Noncy E. Gwinn

D
I nnsrnverroN MrcRoFrLMrNG began in earnest in the United States in
1938, a year that also marked the beginning of cooperative filming proj-
ects. World War II gave impetus to great foreign acquisition projects
cosponsored by the Library of Congress (LC) and other scholarly orga-
nizations, but other patterns of cooperation also developed. The Amer-
ican Library Association (ALA) and the Association of Research Li-
braries (ARL) began the first of a series of efforts to achieve national
consensus on frlming priorities in the 1950s; the earliest and most long-
lasting involved newspapers. Start-up projects and planning efforts rose
steadily in the 1960s, as funding from the Council on Library Resources
(CLR) helped establish tools and methods to support a nationwide ef-
fort. By the early 1970s, multi-institutional cooperative activity began to
diminish, although a hrm foundation of informal bilateral agreements,
standards definitions, and mutual consultation\ was in place. The 1980s
have brought a new wave of cooperative preservation microfilming proj-
ects. Examples are the U.S. Newspaper Project, and projects coordi-
nated by the American Theological Library Association, the Research
Libraries Group (RLG), and the American Philological Association.

Picture if you will a typical graph whose horizontal axis measures a
fifty-year period. The points plotted on the graph show a typical "rise
and fall" pattern, similar to automobile production or the stock market.
The rise and fall of cooperative preservation microfilming projects can
also be loosely plotted on such a graph. The horizontal axis measures, in
decades, the years from the mid-1930s to the mid-1980s. However, the
vertical axis is, unfortunately, much less specific-in fact, it measures an
intangible, impressionistic quantity called cooperatiue actiuitlt, a term that
should be defined to include not only specific cooperative projects, but
also serious planning efforts to coordinate multi-institutional preserva-
tion microhlming. Beginning in 1938, the graph will show a steady rise
to the late 1940s, then a small dip in the 1950s. The line turns sharply
back upward through the fifties and sixties, then declines again in the

Paper (with minor editorial revisions) presented at the RTSD Preservation Microfilm-

ing Committee program, "Cooperation in Preservation Microfilming-^Past, Present,

anl Future," on;nne 25, 198+, by Nancy E. Gwinn, Assistant Director for Collections

Management, Smithsonian Institution Libranes.
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.arly 1970s. By the end of that decade, it is again clearly on an upward
slant.

THn Yrens FROM 1930 To 1940

Nineteen thirty-eight was a tumultuous year on the world scene; the
Germans annexed Austria. and war suddenlv loomed. A much less well
known fact is that microfilming began in earnest in the U.S. that same
year-and so did cooperative filming projects. Harvard, LC, and the
New York Public Library all established photoduplication services, and
all began photographing newspapers. Four patterns of cooperation em-

newspaper in America, with portions contributed by Cornell, Boston
Public, and LC-an example of cooperation by contributing materials
to complete a run. Harvard initiated the third type-cooperation by
agreement to purchase or subscribe-when it began foreign-newspaper
filming using seed money from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Har-
vard Corporation. By selling copies to others and putting the proceeds
into a revolving fund, Harvard continued to f,rnance its operation for
17 | /z years .' And finally, there is the ' ' traveling camera' ' concept. The
Mormon church began its extensive filming of archives and records both
in the U.S. and abroad, a process alive and well today. Less well known
was hlming undertaken as part of the Historical Records Survey. The
central survey office supplied the camera and labor, while the state of-
fices or sponsoring institutions supplied raw negative film and process-
ing. Unfortunately, not much of what the survey filmed survives.'

World War II gave impetus to the great foreign acquisition projects
cosponsored by LC and many scholarly organizations, whose represen-
tatives helped identify the materials to be frlmed. Preservation was cer-
tainly an important element, but equal to it, and soon to surpass it in
importance, was the desire to acquire copies of unique materials, such as
archives, manuscripts, and rare books, and make them more accessible
in  t he  U .S .

The five-year-old British Manuscripts Project provides a good exam-
ple of perseverance under difficult conditions. Those who worry about
the hazards of improper storage of microfilm can at least be grateful that
they no longer face more serious problems: in a perfect understatement,
LC reported in 1941 that "although the period was one of active subma-
rine wlrfare, . . the losses to the Project from this hazard were small. "'

In the latter part of the decade, LC-coordinated cooperative acquisi-
tions projects spread beyond the European theater toJapan and Mexico.
This pattern was also useful at home. In 1941, LC joined with the Uni-
versity of North Carolina to assemble a complete offrcial record of the
proceedings of all legislative bodies of the American colonies, territories,
and states. Using another traveling camera, the project continued for
almost ten years. Wirh the American Council of Learned Societies, LC
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also began "assembling in the form of microfrlm copies., . . . the vestiges
of Negro journalism from the earliest times to 1900. "'

In 1947 , ARL entered the picture with its first committee on the sub-
ject of microfrlming cooperation. The committee's concentration on na-
tionally known, domestic newspapers resulted in the first edition of
Newspapers on MicroJilm.'At ARL's behest, LC immediately assumed
publication of this continuing series and also established the Microfilm
Clearinghouse in 1949. This appears to be the first of ARL's efforts to
orchestrate a large-scale cooperative preservation activity and to devise
a means of data exchange, so that everyone would know what everyone
else was doing. Thirty-five years later, we are all still working on it!

In the late 1940s, the points plotted on our "activity" graph show the
first downward dip. LC suspended its microfilming program in 1948,
while it reconsidered its policies on participation in large-scale projects.
The line turns sharply back up in 1950, when LC announced a marked
expansion of its microfilming program, appointed Lester K. Born as
special assistant, and sent him to Paris, after consultation with the
American Historical Association, for a new round of microform acquisi-
t ions.

THE 1950s

Cooperative microfilming activities in the 1950s developed along
three lines. First, LC continued to organize its foreign acquisitions proj-
ects, which required assistance from foreign governments and scholarly
institutions, the U.S. State Department, and individual and commercial
filmers. One of the more creative aspects was LC's use of Fulbright Fel-
lows, who, once they received their assignments, were trained, outfitted
with portable cameras, and empowered to microfilm documentary rna-
terials in a variety of foreign repositories.

Second, both ALA and ARL set up national committees to achieve
national consensus on priorities. In 1953, the ALA committee published
a statement of principles to guide large-scale acquisition and preserva-
tion of library materials on microfilm." Interlibrary cooperation, they
said, would be most usefully applied to: (1) domestic newspapers of the
wood-pulp period, (2) disintegrating periodicals, and (3) out-of-print
books, in that order. Possibly ALA's list was prepared with the knowl-
edge that ARL was busy at the same time carving out a program cen-
tered on foreign newspapers.

Newspapers were definitely the category of choice. Checklists and
union lists of foreign and domestic holdings began to appear; scholarly
groups and other organizations with special interests in Slavic, Latin
American, and Chinese materials helped determine which titles were
most important and who had what portions. The cooperative newspaper
frlming projects that evolved from this activity acquired both stability
and longevity.

One clear example is the Foreign Newspaper Microfilming Project,
established bv ARL in 1956 at what is now the Center for Research Li-
braries and siill in existence today. Harvard turned its films over to the
center, along with the balance of its revolving fund, while LC transfer-
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red several foreign-language, domestic newspapers. It was a subscrip-
tion service, with each participant (now numbering seventy-four) pay-
ing for access to a substantiai body of unique material. The same year,
the New York Public Library took a unilateral initiative in its National
and Local Gazette Microfilming Program, which became a bilateral
agreement with LC in 1974.

Tnr 1960s
The line on our "cooperative activity" graph continues upward in

steady motion during the sixties. Cooperative work on completing frles
of newspapers burgeoned, thanks to LC's commitment and expansion
of its program. By 1963, LC reported that of all the foreign newspapers
being filmed in the U.S., it handled almost 87 percent, although much
filming of domestic papers took place elsewhere .'But thanks in part to
WilliamJ. Barrow's experiments with book paper, combined with the
educational efforts of Verner Clapp, first president of CLR, research li-
braries began to see that newspapers, and other journals printed on pa-
per whose poor quality was easily detected, were not the only endan-
gered species. CLR began to collaborate vigorously with ARL and LC
to develop the tools and methods that would support what was hoped to
be a nationwide, coordinated effort extending well beyond newsprint.
The sixties were a busy ten years, the fruit of which included the National
Register of Microform Masters, a survey of the National Union Catalog to dis-
cover the quantitative measure of the situation, a 1964 study by Gordon
Williams that suggested a centralized, national preservation collection,
and the Brittle Books Project at LC." Much was learned, but a national,
coordinated program did not emerge.

Meanwhile, back in the Midwest in 1963, the Center for Research
Libraries responded favorably to a group of African area studies bibliog-
raphers, who proposed what became CAMP, for Cooperative African
Microform Project. Joined eventually by three similar efforts directed to
South Asian, Southeast Asian, and Latin American materials, the mi-
croform projects were all designed to acquire and maintain centralized
pools of unique, hard-to-get, and in some cases expensive, materials
from developing nations. The Center for Research Libraries copied the
successful subscription funding pattern of the ARL newspaper project;
similarly, CAMP, LAMP, SAMP, and SEAM are still in operation.
These projects are cooperative on a number of levels. Participants join in
both funding and selection of materials to film; arrangements to film in
the field require cooperation of repositories and occasional intermedi-
aries in the form of visiting faculty or governmental offrces; and finally,
the center brings together files from a variety of sources to film at home,
just as LC and other l ibraries do.'

THE 1970s

The points on our graph have been maintaining an upward bend for
two decades. Based on start-up projects and active national planning,
the line that connects the points probably reached its zenith in the 1960s,
but by 1970 began to descend.
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A frustrated ARL turned back to newspapers, where it could already
measure substantial progress, and worked with LC to create a national
program centralized at LC with a full-time coordinator of foreign news-
paper microfilming. The same year ARL published a report prepared
by WarrenJ. Haas that tried once more to move activity beyond news-
print. As an alternative to the centralized preservation collection pro-
posed earlier by Williams, Haas suggested "the creation of a coordi-
nated system of collections in a national plan, each with a distinctive and
specif,rcresearch orientation or, in certain cases, a format orientation. "to
A "preservation consortium" was what he had in mind. Its members
would agree to meet specified minimum standards for physical storage
of preserved items, to set up controls governing use, and to concentrate
on discrete subject areas. They would add to this a planned program of
microfilming, including collective ownership of master negatives. Al-
though for several years it appeared that this idea also would come to
naught, in fact, the seeds were simply a little slow to germinate.

Our graph line could not descend too far, however, for over the thirty
years that had passed, research libraries had established a foundation of
important, productive, yet informal cooperative activity: mutual con-
sultations and help in completing long serials files and filling in missing
pages, standards definitions, bilateral agreements, etc. By this time sev-
eral research libraries set up regular frlming programs. Cards and re-
ports flowed to the National Register, and LC was ever willing to search
records not yet published. But except for narrowly focused projects or
attention to spe.cific titles, the possibilities for major, multi-institutional
cooperative actions seemed as far away as ever. This problem was recog-
nized in 1976, when LC held a Preservation Planning Conference,
whe,re, it was noted, "It is also clear that the research library commu-
nity, as a group, working with the Library of Congress and the other
national libraries, must somehow join forces not just by one cooperating
with one another, but by actually meshing their respective programs
very carefully. '" '

In some ways, Canada scooped the U.S. when, in 7977 , the Canada
Council, a funding agency of the Canadian government, established the
Canadian Institute for Historical Microreproductions to identify, lo-
cate, and preserve on microfiche pre-1900 Canadiana. But there was
movement in the U.S. as well.

Tnn 1980s

Clearly, with the advent of the 1980s, the points on our graph show a
definite upward turn. This advance is due to a confluence of events, in
some cases unrelated to preservation, in addition to a lot of hard work on
the part of a fairly small number of library professionals. The growth of
shared cataloging systems, the rising number of preservation profession-
als, the restructuring of libraries to create preservation departments,
and the increasing attention of foundations and university administra-
tors all play their part.

There is a new wave of cooperative preservation microfilming proj-
ects in this decade, and the following paragraphs will briefly describe
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four of them. Unlike many past efforts, which focused on acquisitions as
much as preservation, these are true preservation projects. Their tar-
geted materials are items in general collections, some of which may be
unique, but all of which are reaching the end of the ir natural life span.
Access is still an important feature, but more often billed as "continued
access" to something that may disappear, or "increased access" to ma-
terials that would otherwise have to be locked away. The projects all fo-
cus on discrete and clearly defined classes of material, and, with one ex-
ception, have moved well beyond newsprint. They all enjoy strong,
centralized, managerial coordination. And, finally, they have, in three
cases, good financial backing in the form of foundation support and, in
the other, a promising return to a subscription-based structure.

The U.S. Newspaper Project comes first. With antecedents in the
1970s,  i t  came al ive as a cooperat ive ef for t  when the Nat ional
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) took it over in 1979. In 1982,
NEH awarded grants to six institutions with national holdings of U.S.
newspapers to prepare bibliographic records and enter them into the
CONSER database managed by OCLC. In 1983, NEH provided eigh-
teen more grants to states and territories to plan similar projects for local
U.S. newspaper holdings. Although no monies have yet been granted
for preservation, that is intended to be the final phase.

The second project, planned by the American Theological Library
Association, is concerned with theological monographs published be-
tween 1860 and 1929. The association has been filming theological seri-
als for years with subscription funds and now plans to combine preserva-
tion of both types of material under the management of a single
Preservation Board. Libraries will be invited to subscribe to the mono-
graph series, thus continuing a traditional, generally successful funding
structure.

The third project, the RLG's Cooperative Preservation Microfilming
Project began in 1983 after two years of planning. RLG members se-
lected U.S. monographs published between 1876 and 1900 as a target,
then further subdivided by broad subject. The RLIN system plays an
important role. When a decision is made to film a title, the participant
enters a record ofthat decision into the database; the record is upgraded
when the filming is completed. The master negatives are stored centrally
in an RlG-leased vault. Participants agree to adhere to mutually de-
rived frlming standards and preparation procedures. For institutions
that have no ready access to the RLIN system, RLG has issued a micro-
fiche union list of twenty-five thousand master negative and ' 'decision' '

records. The project costs are shared by the participants and two fund-
ers: NEH and the Mellon Foundation.

Viewed as a model, the RLG project is already beginning to have an
impact on preservation planning nationally. For one thing, LC has
agreed to participate, and records for LC's own master negatives will
soon find their way into the RLIN database through the MARC distri-
bution service. For another, the fourth project has been constructed spe-
cifically to complement the RLG effort.

The American Philological Association has also been funded by NEH
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and Mellon to preserve on microfiche printed materials published be-
tween 1850 and 1918 in the field of classical studies. An editorial board
will select items for filming, which will encompass both serials and
monographs. Columbia University will undertake the filming, using
materials in its own collections, but also drawing from other members of
RLG. Because of Columbia's RLG connection, the project will use the
RLIN database and the RLG storage facility, standards, and costing
formulas. The new element is the direct involvement of a scholarly
society.

Is a national plan slowly emerging? Are we ready for it? And what is
the appropriate role for LC, which has shouldered so much of the work
for so many years-to its credit and our gain? Since you may find the
answers in the next two papers, I shall conclude with one further
thought.

Once there was a wealthy Arabian sheikh who died and left his vast
holdings to his only son. Among his treasures was a large palace contain-
ing a harem f,rlled with the loveliest of creatures. However, months went
by, and the son studiously avoided this part of the palace. Flis closest
advisers became concerned and questioned the young man as to the rea-
son for this behavior. ' ' I know perfectly well what I am supposed to do, ' '

he replied. "I just don't know where to start!"
Fortunately, we no longer suffer from that malady.
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The Librory of Congress:
A More-Thqn-Equol Porlner

Williom J. Welsh

W"ot rs rHE nora of the Library of Congress (LC) in cooperative
preservation microfilming activities in the United States? What has it
been? What is it now? And what is it likelv ro become in the future?

To answer these questions in context, lei me begin with a few general
observations about the Library of Congress itself and its relationship to
the rest of the library community:

o Like every other library, we acquire, catalog, house, and provide
reader services for materials which meet the reference and research
needs of our clientele.

o The collections of LC , like those of every other library, are deterio-
rating, and so we have a variety of behind-the-scenes programs for
maintenance, environmental control, binding, repair, reproduc-
tion, and conservation treatment.

o Like every other library, we grapple with questions about what to
acquire and preserve: How much can we do with the money wc
have? What selection criteria are most appropriate? What priorities
should be observed?

But two things (at least!) make LC different from every other library;
o First, the Library is enormous. Our collections now number some

eighty million items. We employ more than five thousand people.
By any standard of comparison, LC is many times larger than any
other library in this country, or in the world. And sheer size makes
our operations different from those in other libraries, because even
the simplest routines are big business for us.

o Second, although LC is not officially called the "nationallibrary,"
we have been authorized over the years to provide many services to
other libraries, in addition to direct reader services "to Congress
and the nation. " Therefore, some of our operations have no coun-
terparts in other libraries. We do them so 2ou don't have to.

This paper, reproduced here with minor editorial revisions, was presented at the RTSD
Prese rva t i on  M ic ro f i lm ing  commi t t ee  p rog ram,  " coope . i t i on  i n  p rese rva t i on
Microfrlming-Pasr, Present, and Future,-" onJune 25, 11i84, by WilliamJ. Welsh,
Deputy Librarian of Congress.

. No copyright is claimed on this article, which the author wrote as part of his official
duties as an employee of the United States government.
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These two factors-the size of the Library of Congress and our re-
sponsibility to support certain activities in other libraries-have shaped
the role it has played in preservation microfrlming through the years. Let
me give you some examples:

o It is more than fifty years since we first started microfilming, and we
do it on a scale many times greater than that of any other library.
Last year our Preservation Microfrlming Ofhce prepared more
than six million pages for filming.

. When we began, there were no standards, no conventions, no es-
tablished procedures. Because our Photoduplication Service, and
its much younger companion unit, the Preservation Microfilming
Ofhce, are such large-volume operations, their daily procedures
had to be developed with precision and documented extensively to
insure consistent staff training and uniformly high-quality produc-
tion. Through the years the competent and dedicated staff have
played a professional leadership role, sharing their knowledge and
experience in the preparation ofthe technical standards, specifica-
tions, and guidelines which now govern preservation microfilming.

o Library of Congress representatives have served on the ALA com-
mittees.that shepherded into print such things as the 1966 MicroJilm
Norms,' Hawken's Copling Methods Manual,' and Allen Veaner's
Eualuation of Micropublications.3 They have also served actively on
ANSI PH-5 committees, which develop laboratory standards for
microfilm manufacture, processing, and storage.

o Recognizing that our procedures could serve as a guide for others,
the Photoduplication Service,. in 1964, published Specifications for
Libraryt of Congress MicroJilming,* which was subsequently revised and
expanded into two publications, Specifications for the Microfilming of
Newspapers in the Libraryt of Congrus (1971)' and Specifications for the
Microfilmrng of Books and Pamphlets in the Libraryt of Congress (1973).'

o The Preservation Microfilming Office's manual of procedures for
screening, collation, and preparation of materials for the camera
has been distributed on request to a number of libraries, even
though, in its ever-evolving format, it is not a formal publication.'

These accomplishments represe nt onefacet of LC 's role in preservation
microfilming: that is, sharing the technical expertise and procedural experience
gained in a large and sophisticated program with those managing or planning
to undertake similar work on a smaller scale.

A secondfacel may be found in the actual filming, which gave rise to all
those procedural guides and technical standardJ:

o LC today has almost three hundred thousand reels in its master
negative collection, containing nearly three hundred million pages
of information, which might otherwise have been lost along with
the crumbling paper on which it was printed. These materials have
already been preserved, not just for the Library of Congress but for
everyone else as well. Last year three million feet of hlm copied
from those masters were purchased by others, at a fraction of the
cost which would have been involved had they filmed their own
copy instead.

o Most of the titles we have filmed were selected in response to our
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nlty.
What do we need to know, who needs to know it, in what form, when?

There are two major possibilities here:
. Case I

Information about what has been preserved on microfilm is needed

need to be organized into standard bibliographic entries which
can readily be compared to the catalog entiies for brittle books a
library is seeking to preserve.

This information is needed at the time a library is making a decision
about whether to film an item.
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o Case 2
Information about what is available on microfilm is needed to sup-

port acquisitions processes, both for collection building and for

replacement.
Every library which purchases microforms to add to its collections

or io replace items-in its collections, in order to save space or be-

cause the originals are deteriorated, needs access to information
about what is available.

These facts about the existence and source of service copies of mi-

croforms need to be organized so that they can be readily com-
pared with the library's record of the title to be acquired or re-
placed.

This information is needed at the time a library is making a decision
about whether to purchase an item.

The differences between these two cases are subtle:
o Case 1 calls for information about masters, while case 2 wants to

funds can be spent on other titles, confident that this one has been

NEH-funded U.S. Newspaper Project.
o In 1949 LC established-the Microfrlm Clearing House' which

monographs received from 1984 are being included in the auto-
rnatedNitional (Jnion Catalog, while serial rePorts are being included
in New Serial Titles.

o Both Neznspapers in Microform and the Register have been manually
produced taialogs, hailed as essential and decried as inevitably
ilow. Editorial work and publication schedules could mean a delay
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As the b ib l iographic t reatment  of  microforms has become less
discriminatory-by which I mean that libraries in recent years have ac-
cepted our responsibility to catalog them-tens of thousands of reports
for service copies have poured into the National (Jnion Catalog. Thii, to-
gether with the second factor, alters the environment in which the "case
1" l ibraries' need for information about masters must be addressed.

mation needed by both "case 1" and "case2" l ibraries to a single entry.
The implications of this fairly simple fact are tremendous and excit-

ing. They also present us with many fresh questions having to do with
search strategies, file structures, the need or desirability of separate
databases and search tools-questions which we are still very much en-
gaged in answering.

By "we, " in that last sentence, f mean all of us. f don't need to tell you
about the more-than-equal role the Library of Congress has played in
cataloging and automation through the years. You know, too, that LC
by itself cannot determine what is "best" for the library community,
either in general or in this particular area of bibliographic support for
preservation microfilming activities which, practically by defrnition, are
fundamentally cooperative activities.

I have dwelt on the subject of bibliographic control because it offers a
striking example of the particular way in which the Library of Congress
works with, and on behalf of, the rest of the library community, in gen-
eral and in the area of preservation particularly. Three things character-
ize our  ro le:
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First, we work to preserve our own collections. Insofar as that ln-

volves microfrlming, our efforts contribute directly to the common

enterprise, whethei they are formally part of a larger cooperative

data relating to preservation decisions.
Third, and 

"flowing 
out of the f,rrst two, we undertake some things

that no other libraiy can do-and I refer here especially to the re-

search and development of new technological solutions to preserva-
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future-an accepted good in itself and a vithl factor in justifying
the enormous costs of preservation.

For several decades now the library profession has struggled to find
ways of meeting the tremendous challenge posed by the deterioration of
library materials. From the start, "cooperation" has been recognized as
cssential to success, but we have found it difhcult to define and imple-
mcnt effective cooperative programs.

The maturing of preservation as a field, the growth of local institu-
tional programs, the establishment of bibliographic networks, the appli-
cation of newer technologies to the solution of preservation problems,
and the development of collaborative attitudes and mechanisms among
libraries, as a result of automation and continuing economic pressures,
have all combined to bring us together.

Today we can speak with optimism and confidence about cooperative
prcservation microfilming as a major element in a national response to
thc challenge of preserving our collections. Today we not only know that
wc need each other to meet the challenge, we can also recognize the na-
turc of the partnership-the different roles to be played by individual
l ibraries, by consortia, regional centers, and networks, and by the Li-
brary of Congress.

Cooperative preservation microfilming has a somewhat checkered
past, a rapidly expanding present, and a very promising future.
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The Future of Cooperqlive
Preservqlion Microfi l ming

Morgoret S. Child

W""* oNE BEGIN' ro suRvEy the history of the paper preservation
movement in this country, it is soon noticeable that the Council on Li-
brary Resources (CLR) has played an important, if somewhat sporadic,
role in the development of that movement. CLR's involvement goes
back to its support of the pioneering research on paper deterioration by
the Barrow Laboratory in the 1950s. An article by Nancy Gwinn in the
March 1981 issue of College I Research Libraries provides an overview of
that involvement.' Most recently CLR has been instrumental in con-
vincing the Exxon Education Foundation to provide a grant of $1.2 mil-
lion to establish a cooperative facility in the Mid-Atlantic states for repli-
cating deteriorating materials, with additional funds for planning
national preservation initiatives and educating a broader public about
the issue.

More recently, although the main thrust of the council's funding has
been directed toward the solution of other basic problems confronting
American libraries, the preservation issue has not only not been forgot-
ten, but some basic strategic thinking has been done, with council sup-
port, about ways to tackle it. The frrst major initiative was the formation
of a task force in 1981, jointly sponsored by CLR and the American As-
sociation of Universities, to examine the dimensions of the preservation
problem in research libraries and to suggest possible remedial measures.
Its unpublished report served as one ofthe background papers for a con-
ference held a year later at Wingspread to discuss an overall agenda for
research libraries and their us€rs as they moved toward the twenty-hrst
century. That in turn was followed by another meeting, at the Wye Cen-
ter in Maryland in October 1983, which focused exclusively on the col-
lection and pr.serrration of library materials. The two papers resulting
from these conferences have been published and are available from the
council, and I hope that many of you have read them.'

The latest manifestation of the council's interest in preservation is its
invitation to me to serve as a part-time consultant, to provide staff sup-

Edited version of a paper presented at the RTSD Prese rvation Microfilming Commrttee
program, "Cooperation in Preservation Microfilming-Past, Present, and Future, " on

June 25, 1984, by Margaret S. Child, Assistant Director and Manager, Research Ser-
vices, Smithsonian Institution Libraries, and consultant on conservation and preserva-
tion to the Council on Library Resources.
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port for an effort to identify and facilitate both short- and long-term proj-
ects, which will bring us to a point ten years from now where we can say
that the content of the bulk of our collections has been saved for poster-
ity. Initially, most of my time was spent catching up on what has hap-
pened in the freld of library preservation in the last two years. Here are a
few of the points that have emerged from that review.

First of all, I want to stress the fact that the idea of "cooperative pres-
ervation microfilming" derives from the premise that libraries must
soon transfer their holdings to a medium less fragile than the nineteenth-
century version of paper which was the fatal by-product of the enormous
growth of Iiteracy of that period. I know all the objections that can be
raised about microforms, andlfeel most of them acutely, but I do not
intend to rehearse them here. That would be an exercise in futility, for
the fact remains that, at this time, there really is no other practical choice
open to us.

Microform is currently the best option we have because, technically,
it is relatively straightforward to produce, because standards are avail-
able and generally accepted about what kind of film to use and how to
process and store it, because there are evolving bibliographic procedures
for describing it and mechanisms in place which could potentially pro-
vide access to those descriptions, because it can be copied cheaply and
easily, and because its per-item cost is moderate. In addition, silver
halide film has proved its viability as a long-lived medium if one adheres
to production and storage standards. Hovering on the technological ho-
rizon are alternative mechanisms, which might be more comfortable to
use and which offer the possibility of higher-quality replication. But
some of their qualities are as yet untested , and they are not yet available
at an affordable cost.

I feel very strongly that we must not delay filming because we are
waiting for some wonderful technological breakthrough, which will en-
able us to continue to fill our shelves with comfortable, convenient
books. Fortunately, it seems likely that the microforms created today
will be relatively easily replicated by the next stage of technology. In
short, our current efforts will probably not be wasted no matter what
follows microfilming. Moreover, whatever comes next, everything I am
about to say concerning the conditions necessary to mount a successful
national preservation microfilming campaign is equally applicable to
another technology, such as optical disk.

Secondly, I would like to suggest that there is very little reason to con-
tinue contemplating the extent of the problem in order to justify begin-
ning a massive national microfilmingprogram. We already know, from
thc surveys done at Stanford, Yale, the New York Public Library, and
thc Library of Congress (LC), that, at the very least, 25 percent of the
<;rillcctions in any research library in this country will be brittle and are
tlrcrclirrc candidates for immediate transfer to another medium. It is
:rlso abundantly clear from the results of these surveys that the problem
is rzrpidly uoing to become very much worse, because all but perhaps 10
l)crccnt ol 'thc remainder of the collections needs to be considered for
[)r()rnl)t r]cacidif ication, or it too wil l have reached a stage of embritt le-
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ment where copying is the only solution. Faced with statistics, no matter
how gross, which indicate that a task of such magnitude confronts us, we
would be foolish to expend any more manpower or funds to refine or
confrrm them with further surveys. The only exception would be the
cases where it is necessary to provide local data to convince administra-
tors of the need to budget for remedial measures. In all other instances, it
seems a more practical use of limited resources to turn our energies and
ingenuity to devising action strategies and developing the infrastructure
to sustain them.

I do not wish to suggest, however, that I am advocating plunging
blindly ahead in the htppy conviction that microfrlming is a universal
panacea for the preservation problem. If a national preservation strat-
egy is to be successful, microhlming should constitute but one element
within a complex of comprehensive, systematic preservation programs
undertaken individually by every repository in the country holding sig-
nificant research material. Such programs must ensure that all docu-
mentary resources are housed under proper climate-controlled condi-
tions and protected from damage by light, dirt, and careless handling,
that binding standards are carefully thought out and applied, that small
repairs are made promptly, and that more seriously deteriorated materi-
als are appropriately protected until they can receive remedial treatment
or be filmed. I need not repeat all the details of such an in-house preser-
vation program here because they are admirably outlined in the Associa-
tion of Research Libraries' (ARL) and the Society of American Archi-
vists' manuals on preservation administration." I do, however, want to
emphasize that microfilming is only one of the treatments at our com-
mand for dealing with the plague of paper deterioration, just as radia-
tion therapy is but one of the options to be considered by an oncologist
confronted by a malignancy. To carry the analogy a bit further: micro-
hlming may not be an ideal or very pleasant method of treatment-as a
treatment it should be used in combination with a whole range of thera-
pies including preventive care; nonetheless, in the last analysis, its value
as a treatment is indisputable in those cases in which without it the pa-
tient would die.

There is ample evidence that certain key elements are already in
place, upon which a national program for the preservation of deteriorat-
ing materials can be erected. Like the developing nations, we have
slowly been building an infrastructure of trained personnel, viable tech-
nologies, available equipment, and operational methodologies to a level
which will permit "take-off." We are not there yet, however, because
there are still some gaping holes in the infrastructure. As a result, we
need massive infusions of "foreign aid"-subsidies from government
and private foundations, direct funding by local and national govern-
ments, and the diversion of institutional funding to preservation pro-
grams of all kinds-in order to put in place those missing links and pay
for the start-up costs of actual hlming projects.

Nonetheless, despite these defrciencies, it can be argued that a na-
tional preservation f,rlming program is already under way, thanks pri-
marily to the efforts of the Research Libraries Group (RLG), the Amcli-
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ours.

- However, the fact that a national filming program in this country will
be simply the sum of myriad individual oi.bop[.utive programs means
that- a systematic effort will be needed to insure that everyone is playing
by the same rules and to create a structure within which ail efforti can b6
coordinated to prevent overlap, wasteful repetition of effort, or tangen-
tial undertakings. Some rules are already in place: standards have been
developed which deal with the production of films and with storage envi-

In another area, RLG has developed standards for the bibliographic
description of preservation microforms by utilizing the potential of the
007 field of the MARC format. It offered the defrnitions of each element
to LC, and these were eventually revised and approved by thejoint com-
mittee on Representation in Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic
Information (MARBI). RLG has also made it mandatory for all its
members to state, when cataloging a microform, whether a film is a pres-
ervation master, another master, or a service copy. In addition, the Re-
search Libraries Information Network (RLIN) software has been en-
hanced to permit the generation information to be displayed more
obviously, as well as to allow easier searches for master negatives. Fi-
nally, RLIN users can record in a new field for "queueing date" the fact
that they have decided to frlm an item and have agreed to do the actual
filming within ayear of that decision. Unfortunately, OCLC has as yet
made no policy decisions about the use of the 007 field and, as far as I can
tell, has provided no specifrc encouragement to catalogers in its member
libraries to record data on microforms. As a result, such data are not
being systematically collected from those libraries either on a current ba-
sis or as part of a retrospective effort. Another impediment to easy access
to all bibliographic records for microforms is caused by the slowness with
which the linked systems project is being completed and particularly by
OCLC's lack of participation to date.

Other major gaps in the bibliographic infrastructure remain at LC,
although there is serious commitment there to moving forward on a
number of fronts, and thus it seems likely these will soon be plugged.
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First of all, LC has recently started to do machine-readable minimal
level cataloging for the microforms that it adds to its collections and to
produce tapes of this data for distribution. This process is now being ex-
tended to the preservation films currently produced by the library itself.
Moreover, there are plans to go back and retrospectively enter records
for frlms in those areas covered by the RLG projects. Easy access to data
on all the master microflrlms that have ever been created by LC should
eventually be provided both online and in COM. In yet a third area,LC
has subsumed the National Register oJ Microform Masters within the Na-
tional Union Catalog (NUC) and plans to accept records in machine-
readable form from contributing libraries and publishers.' However, be-
cause of OCLC's reluctance to agree to LC's redistribution of such
records from its member libraries in machine-readable form, they are
currently available only on COM. A similar strategy is being followed
for serial records, including newspapers, with distribution within New
Serial Titles. Finally, a project to produce a retrospective cumulation of
the National Register of Microform Masters from 1976 will begin shortly.

All this somewhat confusing and rather tedious detail has been in-
cluded simply to emphasize that the bibliographic infrastructure is as yet
far from ideal. Indeed, the goal of having a single source search capabililt for
microforms seems at the moment an almost impossible dream, but we
must nonetheless continue to press towards it. Individual institutions,
such as Harvard, which have steadfastly pressed forward with filming
over the years should be helped to make the bibliographic data on their
retrospective frles of master negatives generally available through the
bibliographic utilities as well as through the National Register of Microform
Masters section of NUC. There must also be a parallel commitment on
the part of all filmers to provide copies of the films to other libraries as
needed.

Standards and a solid bibliographical base are not the only prerequi-
sites for a national preservation filming program to become a reality.
Also required are more cooperative structures to organize segments of the
effort. These have waxed and waned over the years, but they are still an
essential organizational device if frlming is to go forward both coherently
and reasonably quickly. Cooperative structures can have a geographic
basis, such as the preservation program currently being developed by
SOLINET, which could eventually include a filming component. They
can also have a subject basis, as in the ATLA project or the effort to pre-
serve Indian tribal records now being considered by NHPRC. They
could also be linked to a RECON cataloging project; something of the
sort now seems to be under consideration for published musical scores
and/or sheet music. Or, they can simply be based on an existing cooper-
ative organization of institutions with similar purposes and interests,
such as RLG, the Center for Research Libraries, or a self-selected group
of ARL libraries. There are also undoubtedly other models which could
be identified, but I think I have made my point.

I do not wish to suggest, however, that all frlming must be channeled
through a cooperative program. The current programs of individual re-
positories to frlm deteriorating materials as they are discovered and de-
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termined to be bibliographically significant, yet not already available as
a reprint or in frlm, are to be applauded. These over-the-counter, ad hoc
efforts should certainly continue and indeed should be increased, with
the proviso that bibliographical information for the newly created films
must be input to the appropriate database and be reported to NUC as
promptly as possible. Similarly, the efforts of commercial microform
publishers should be encouraged, with the same caveat that such proj-

cooperative programs and stepped-up institutional efforts. Filming,
even the high-quality archival hlming we are talking about here, is a me-
chanical process, very well suited to a high-volume mode of production.
Despite the additional costs of transporting materials to a regional cen-
ter, it seems to me the most efficient way to process the millions of vol-
umes which will need to be hlmed in the next decade. This opinion is
confirmed by the positive endorsement of regional centers in the returns
received thus far in the ARL survey. Such centers could ensure the qual-
ity of the film initially, could devise methods for periodic sampling to

Northeast Document Conservation Center can indeed serve its region
effectively. In addition, new centers should be set up, especially in areas
where there is a high concentration of research institutions with volumi-
nous collections to feed into them.

- One segment of the infrastructure in which significant progress has
been made in recent years is training. That effort must be continued and
even stepped up. Since a cooperative national preservation frlming pro-
gram is only one element in an overall effort by every repository to pre-
serve its collections, additional preservation adminstrators are needed to
run institutional, regional, or cooperative programs as are additional
conservators to treat those items which should be retained in their origi-
nal format. In addition, specific training is needed for those who will
manage and staff filming programs and centers, and it is good to know
that plans for such training are going forward under the aegis of RTSD.

As part of the effort to construct a solid framework of preservation
awareness within which {ilming programs can be organized, a broader
training program should also be mounted and aimed at library and ar-
chival administrators, faculty of library schools, and the entire staff of
libraries and archives. Some of this can be in-house training by the pres-
ervation administrator. Some should be specialized programs such as
those now given by the New York Botanical Garden orJohns Hopkins
conservation laboratories staff. Some should be basic workshops such as
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those offered by the Society of American Archivists or the Northeast
Document Conservation Center field services officer. Some should be
seminars for middle managers, such as the one recently offered jointly

by ALA and LC. Also needed are opportunities for on-the-job training
by means of internships like those offeied some years ago by Yale, as well
ai the more advanced kind currently being underwritten by the Mellon
Foundation.

from other purposes or to give top priority to grant applications for pres-
ervation. Members of boards of trustees, friends groups, historical soci-
eties. and other similar bodies must become enthusiastic advocates in
their communities for the campaign to preserve our intellectual heri-
tage. And finally, the general public needs to be alerted that the threat-
enid loss of our collective memories has at least as commanding a claim
to its attention and its tax dollars as the deterioration of historic buildings
or the natural environment.

Closely all ied to training and education is information exchange.-In
order to maximize scarce resources, rnore needs to be done to develop
mechanisms for the lateral dissemination of information. The current
proliferation of guidelines and manuals, training materials, information
packets, and facl sheets on specific preservation issues is very wasteful.
As LC's National Preservati,on Reference Program gears uP, it is to be
hoped that it will assume the responsibility for collecting the documenta-
tion developed so far, distributing copies of the truly useful, identifying
models deserving of emulation, circulating the results of product testing,
and in general playing a key role in getting the best possible information
out to those who need it.

vation of documentary resources.
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llent. I personally think that is just as well. I hope this paper has identi-
fied most of the basic elements which must be in place to give a national
preservation frlming program the momentum needed to reach "take-
off," namely, (1) an affordable, well-understood, and generally accessi-
ble technology; (2) commitment from librarians, archivists, administra-

cooperative structures to organize and accomplish the work; (7) trained
personnel; and (B) public understanding and support.

There is certainly more than enough to do, and there should be some-
thing to suit the skills and interests of almost everyone. So all we have to
do is set to.
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IN MEMORIAM:
MARIET:TA DANIELS SHEPARD. 1 91 3- I 984

Marietta Daniels Shepard, retired chief of the Library Development
Program of the Organization of American States, died on August 21,
1984, in an automobile accident near her home in Bedford, Pennsylvania.
She was a fifty-year member of the American Library Association, in
which she was-aitive in many areas. Her particular interest in the devel-
opment of Latin American libraries led to her active participation in
RTSD and its predecessors.

Marietta's membership in ALA/RTSD was always one of active and
vocal involvement. She served on the ALA Executive Board from 1969 to
1972. As a member of Council from 1971 to 197 4, she participated in sev-
eral committees and task forces, some of which continued into the later
seventies. Always an enthusiastic RTSD member, she was its representa-
tive on the ALA Promotion Task Force. She wrote many articles and book
reviews for library and other periodicals.

Her involvement in ALA/RTSD was typical of her interest in all as-
pects of librarianship, including technical services and automation, li-
brary education, bibliography, services for Spanish-speaking minorities
and children, and international cooperation. Her indefatigable energy
and enthusiasm in her post as chief of the Library Development Program,
and her additional activities, produced so many programs and developed
so many projects that Marietta's is by all odds the best-known name of this
century in Latin American library circles.

She believed that the most effective means of progress was through di-
rect contact and discussion, and was a successful organizer and collabora-
tor in many conferences under the auspices of the Library of Congress,
UNESCO, many individual Latin American governments, and the
OAS. She was the founder of SALALM, the Seminar on the Acquisition
of Latin American Library Materials, which began with what was in-
tended as a one-time conference in 1957 and which has become the most
productive and influential of area-studies organizations. For sixteen
years, until 1973, Marietta organized each annual conference and served
as its secretary. Subsequently she was made an honorary member of
SALALM and a permanent member of its executive board.

Marietta's professional accomplishments will remain a permanent in-
fluence on libraries in the Western Hemisphere. By the many hundreds of
friends she made in a lifetime of travel and correspondence, she will be
remembered for her imaginative approach to problems, her cheerful en-
ergy, and her generous and hospitable nature.-r4 lice D. Ball, Retired.
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Editor, LRTS

I14I5 Farmland Dr ive

Rockvillo, MD 2O85e

Two styles of annual review appeared in the July/Seprember 1984 issue as an
experiment.- The letters of readers who responded to the invitation for expres-
sions of preference and comments are excerpted and/or summarized below.

- From: Jane L. Hammond, Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Cornell Lau
Librarl.-"The format thatJoe Hewitt used . . is much superior to the tradi-
tional reviews. An intelligent writer's impressions of major events and
trends are much more useful than the over-footnoted reviewl of the litera-
ture. . Please turn the Hewitt format into a tradition. "

_ From: John Sheridan, Head Librarian, Charles Leaming Tutt Librarlt, Colorado
College.-The writer's initial reaction to the Hewitt article was that i'this more
synthetic approach might be a worthwhile supplement to the traditional annual
review," but he found the Nadeski and Pontius article more informative, per-
haps because he is less fanlliar with the literature of micrographics. "I then
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thought of the uses to which I have put the LRTS annual reviews. As I have
moved from cataloging to acquisitions to administration, I have used the re-
views for a history of the area. Usually I pursued several citations. I have also
assigned them as reading to new librarians or those assuming new responsibili-
ties. Former support staff members who were attending library school greatly
appreciated my pointing out the existence of the reviews. So my conclusion is to
recommend continuing the traditional format. . . . I hope your request for
opinion receives the good response it deserves. LRTS is a valuable journal with
a fine tradition of seeking better ways to inform its readers. "

Frorn: RuthE. Shipp, Director, TechnicalSeruices Diuision, Seaule Public Librarlt.-
"Each year I welcome the receipt of this issue and read it carefully to review the
developments ofthe previous year. I have found it very convenient to have such
information packaged in this fashion with a wealth of references to articles else-
where in the literature. Since the old format invited objectivity, the references
often led me to articles expressing differing views on a given subject. " Finding
the other style of article parochial and subjective because it evaluates the news,
the writer concludes: "I sincerely hope you will . . . reinstate the objective liter-
ature survey articles ofthe past."

Frorn: Luke Swindler, Social Sciences Bibliographer, Uniaersitlt of North Carolina Li-
brary at Chapel Hill.-"I ann writing to express my concern over the elimination
of the annual review articles. I find them useful, and their elimination would
greatly reduce the utility of LRTS. "

These carefully considered responses make it apparent that there should be a
place for both types of articles in LRTS, and your opinions will most certainly
be taken into account in planning for future issues under my editorship. Be-
cause theJuly/September 1985 issue will be dedicated to a series of articles on
technical services t '1hsn"-ln the 1905 era-and 

( (now' ' -1985, no annual re-
views will appear this year. These letters, along with comments from col-
leagues, have made it clear that the selective bibliographies that are a feature of
the annual reviews are ofvalue to our readers and, ifplans can be translated into
accomplishment, you will find them again, in some form, in future issues. To
those who took the time to write these thoughtful letters, my sincere thanks.-
Elizabeth Tate. Editor.
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1. Submit original, unpublished articles only. Do not submit manuscripts
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1989),  p.205-25.
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OUR IOB IS TO
TIAKE YOUR IOB

EASIER.
All EBSCO systems are designed with one major goal in

mind:  to  s impl i fy  your  ser ia ls  t ransact ions.  No mat ter  how b ig
your  l ibrary  is ,  how smal l ,  or  how specia l ized,  we can prov ide
the professional services you expect.

CONTACT EBSCO-LET'S TALK SERVICE.

P.O Box 1943, Birmingham. AL 35201 (205) 991-6600

PLUS APP',L. SALES TAX,I
q FRE'6H7.
CALL TODAY-

adc InG
t75iAT STUDEBAKER RD., CERRITOS,

e13192+11a1

cAs7t l€807



Continuation/Standing Order Service

A new benchmark in.. .
Serials Data
Management and Control SYstems

Tomorrods Answer Today.
o Customer Reports
o History Reports
o Management Reports

o Automatic Claiming
r Collective Claiming
o Check- ln Cla imino

a I ldrtionar 

detairs write or carr:

Booksellers International, lnc.

66 Austin Boulevard,
Commack, Flew York 11725

New York State Toll-free WATS (8OO) 632-4552
Toff .free WATS (80Ol645-5237

Stocked Any l,anguage
Courses Latelv?

A growing number of reference libraries are acquiring our self-instruc-
tional book / cassette courses for use by their patrons. We offer
comprehensive courses in:

Afrikaans
Amharic
Arabic

Bulgarian
Cambodian
Cantonese

Danish
Dutch
English
Finnish

French Japa.nese
German Korean
Greek Mandarin

Haitian Creole Norwegian
Hausa Persian

Hebrew Polish
Hindi Portuguese

Hungarian Russian
Indonesian Serbo-Croatian

Italian Spanish

Swahili
Swedish
Tagalog

Thai
Turkish

Twi
Urdu

Vietnamese
Yoruba

Zulu

Room A-2, 96 Broad Street,
Guilford, CTffit7
(2Cr) 4s3-9794

Free 32-page catalog available from:

autrlo'FoRfrm'



SHETFMARK'S

MIG ON DEMAIIID'-
servrce

SOTVES THE "NO COPY" PROBLEMI

lf every book that lacks catalog copy is tying up your time and resources, leaving
linfe time for local needs like catalog maintenance and development, you haven't
heard about the CAIALOGTNG ON DEMAND service.

Customized original cataloging for your necopy items is now available quickly and
economically from Shelfmark. No staff time, paperwork, or bibliographic searching
is required. Choose card sets, unit cards, or wriften copy in any format.

For libraries large or small, automated or not, it's an effective way to eliminate
backlogs, reduce per-item costs, and free your staff to concentrate on local needs.

For brochure, write to Shelfmark, 277 Vallev View Road, Ukiah, CA 95482-6845,
or call (707) 468-8163.
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. The Libmrian's Network: o
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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o AI-A databases, including: Al-{ Washington terminal . discounts on terminals and micro- o
o Newsline . Conference schedules . ALA News computer hardware and software available to :
3 B.,ll",itt . Online forms for orders, interlibrary krans . subscribers o
o network bulletin board . and much more! ALANET is: competitively priced . responsive :
o additional databases: Official Airlines Guide . . flexible t() meet your needs . open to both o

i UMI Article Clearinghouse . ABI/INFORM . individual and institutional subsCribers :
o Electronic News
o . o

o electronic mail: instant, powerful communication o

: iT-19|-"l9Td:-?r19ti"."t' 
librurians, asvrciatkrns' 

.f.in the fast-growing nerw()rk of ALANET users :
o suppl lers,  and wrth ALA Headquarters i i rnurct . l , ,e l  l , t .  t , " . lnLRNET Sysrem Managel  ;

I accessibility via 
-Iblenet, 

Tymnet, Uninet, Datapac Al,A Head<;uarten l-ibrary 50 E. Huron St., :
o (Canada) and overseas using almost any computer Ohicagr, IL 606ll (312) 944-67tJ0 ;
O O
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o

electronic mail & inft rrmation senice of the ;
American Library Association 

:
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Librananl
Humanities
Section Head

desirable.

Beginning salary range $28,200-$37,200 annually. Sg"4-
apfllication/resume by January 31, 1985, to Carolyn_J' _Hqn.der-
son, Library Personnel Officer, Green Library, Stanford, CA
94305. Site number 260 on all correspondence. We are an equal
opportunity employer through affirmative action.

STANFORD
UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES



Need
instant access
to technical
holdings?-
automate

with TECHLIB.

Science has advanced

s ince  Mer l in  dabb led  in

a lchemy.  But  the  w iz -

ardry  i s  s t i l l  i n  TECHLIB-

the  BASIS techn ica l

l ibrary system.
TECHLIB runs  on  most

main f rame and min i -

computers .  l t  has  menus
for  easy  learn ing  and
use. l t  also satisf ies

advanced users. And i t

can be custom f i t  for
you.

TECHLIB pu ts  ho ld ings

at your f ingert ips. You
gain control of circula-
t ion. lssue t imely over-
due no t ices .  Update
from MARC tape or
direct input. Process

acqu is i t ions  and manage

l ,  ' i

ser ia ls -a l l  au tomat ica l l y .
Bat te l le  even main ta ins

TECHLIB fo r  you .

TECHLIB is fast, easy,

and cost-eff icient. So,
why no t  go  on  l ine  w i th
TECHLIB? Ca l l  fo r  a

brochure today.

1-800-328-2648

In  Oh io ,  ca l l  co l lec t

1614) 424-5524.

N%
%N

Batlelle
Software Products Center

505 King Avenue
Col u mbus, Ohio 432O1 -2693

B A S I S  r u n s  o n  D E C  V A X @ ,  l B M ,  P r i m e  a n d  W a n g  V 5  m r n i  a n d  s u p e r

mtnicomputers; on lBM, CDC, and DEC6 mainframes DEC and VAX are

t r a d e m a r k s  o f  D i g i t a l  E q u i p m e n t  C o r p o r a t i o n



Music and Sound Recordings
in Your Library?

Music Library Association's Technical Reports series and Music
Catatoging Aurctin are designed to help you deal effectively withthe
speciat nandling required by music and sound recordings in libraries.
Available singly or by subscription.

MLA TECHNICAL REPORTS
lnlormatron for Music Media Specialists
lrregular publications that may be ordered
separately or by standing order with billing
at time of publication MLA members re-
ceive a 2070 discount off prices given

No 11: Ihe Acquisition and Cataloging of
Music and Sound Recordings: A G/ossary,
compiled by Suzanne E Thorin and Carole
Frankl in Vidal i ,  1983 $14 00 Def ines and
cross references almost 600 English and
foreign words and abbreviations, lew of
which are found in standard music diction-
aries or explained in cataloging manuals In-
cludes terms used in both current and ear-
lier LC practice, as well as words and abbre-
viations commonly found on title pages of
scores, on labels and containers of sound
recordings, and in bibliographic and descrip-
live sources used in the acquisition and cat
aloging of these malerials

No 14'. Library o/ Congress Subiect Head'
ings for Becordings of Western Non-Class-
ical Music, by Judith Kaufman, 1983
$10 50 A study of the subject headings, in-
cluding those for folk music, rock, and jazz,
and ot their applicalion by the Library of
Congress and other libraries Includes ex-
tensive lists of subject headings applicable
to these musrcs

No 4: If,e Classification and Cataloging of
Sound Becordings: An Annotated Biblio-
graphy, by Barbara Knisely Gaedderl, rev
ed ,  1981 $7 50 Designed as a guide to the

literature on the subject, surveys writings
lrom 1930-1980 on classilication and des-
criptive cataloging of sound recordings Ar-
ranged chronologically, with author and lop-
ical indexes

No 9: Srelf/lstng Music: Guidelines /or Use
with the Librcry of Congress Classification:
M, by Richard P Smiragl ia,  1981 $7 75 De-
scribes LC policy on sheltlisting music, with
additional suggestions from the aulhor's
own experience Includes a glossary of tech-
nical  lerms used in the guidel ines and a
tlowchart analyzing the decision-making
orocess

No 13: Ihe MARC Music Format: From ln-
ception to Publication, by Donald Seibert,
1982 $875 An eye-witness history of the
format Shows the thought processes under-
lying the format's development and pre-
serves many ideas originally considered by
the MARC/MLA Joint Committee but subse-
quently discarded

MUSIC CATALOGING BULLETIN
A monthly publication for all librarians con-
cerned wi th the cataloging of  music mater-
ials Disseminales LC policy to music cata-
logers sooner than in general LC publica-
t ions,  inc luding internal  pol icy decis ions not
otherwise available Serves as a lorum in
which music catalogers discuss their prob-
lems and solut ions,  inc luding communica-
t ion wi th LC $1200 per year;  $ l  15 per
issue All back issues and cumulative in-
dexes available

Prepayment preferred; postage and handling charges added to bil led orders'
Wriie ior our'complete l isting of over 30 publications in print or see the latest
issue of NOTES, MLA's quarterly journal.

MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Dept. TS, P.O. Box 487
Canton, MA 02021
(614 82&84s0



DI|WDY Decirnal Ola.qsificat ion"
Numbers You Gan Gount On!

f JVCT FROM FOREST PRESS
Melvi l  Dewey: The Man and the Classi f icat ion. l  gB3
Proceed ings  o f  1  981 Seminar  210 pp
rsBN 0-910608-34-2  $10  00

CONTENTS IN BRIEF
Keyes D Metcal f

Reminiscences of  Melv i l  Dewey
David Kaser

The Dewey Era in  Amer ican
Librar ianship

Dee  Gar r i son
Dewey the Apost le

F ranc i s  M iksa
Melv i l  Dewey and the
Corporate ldeal

Wayne  A  Wiegand
Melv i l  Dewey and the ALA;
1  876 -1  907

John  P  Comaromi
The Foundat ions of  the DDC

W Boyd Rayward
The Ear ly  Di f fus ion Abroad
of  the DDC

Gordon Stevenson
The Classi f ied Cata logue

,4hOr4fatlM/eDEwEyDecimatctassiricarionand
Relat ive Index. Edi t ion 19. 1979 3385 pp
Set :  3  Vo ls  ISBN 0-910608-23-7  $100 00
Purchasers  o f  Ed i t ion  19  are  en t i t led  to  rece ive  FREE
issues  o f  DC& as  re leased.  Vo l  4 ,  No 4  ava i lab le  ear ly
1 984.

Manual on the Use of the DEWEY Decimal
Classification: Edition 19. 1982 551 pp
rsBN 0-910608-32-6 Paper $20.00

Abridged DEWEY Decimal Classification and
Index. Edi t ion 11. 1979
rsBN 0-910608-22-9
Sistema de Clasificaci6n Decimal. l gBO
Set :  3  Vo ls  ISBN 9-910608-26-1

All pnces plus postage and handling

Relative
61B pp
$27 00

2 A ( 6  n n

$75 00






